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ohn A. Cote

John A. Cote
March 24, 2009
A Devoted Public Servant, who gave back far more
to his beloved Dorchester than he ever received.

Selectman:

2000 ~ 2008

Selectmen's Representative on the Planning Board
Liaison to the Highway Department

Police Chief:

1977 ~ 1980
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SELECTMEN’S REPORT
2009
As we end the first decade of 2000 and enter into the next
one, we need to look at where we have been and where we are

now heading. The past nine years have exhibited rapid growth
in the early years of 2000 and economic turmoil in the latter
part of the decade. As a town we have adjusted and kept a
fiscally conservative posture throughout a decade full of
economic prosperity and distress. It is with pleasure that we
provide all Dorchester citizens with a snapshot of
Dorchester’s status for 2009 and a glimpse into its future.
In March of 2009 Arthur Burdette was elected to the
Board. Mr. Burdette offers not just a new face but also an
array of new ideas and approaches to small town government.
On the other hand, it was a sad year with the passing of
former Selectman John A. Cote, who offered many years of
service to both the town and community. His presence and
knowledge of Dorchester will be sorely missed. It is also with
regret that Selectmen David Conkey will not be seeking reelection. David has served the town for the past two terms
with a businessman’s approach to government. His skill in the
management of recycling has positioned the town to begin a
process for developing its own economically feasible transfer
station.

In the area of general government, the Selectmen are
carefully examining and scrutinizing all costs. Our goal is
accountability with a progressive government objective. It is
our goal in 2010 to have all business operations located at the
Selectmen’s Office once a 28’X10’ addition, with new heat

source and washroom, is completed. In our working
partnership with Treasurer Brian Howe, financial
administration has improved tremendously, with the town

having reduced budgets, thus containing the tax rate. This
year has been particularly stressing due to the State of NH’s
cutbacks in revenues and its passing of other state costs to the
town. We have also been very proactive in communicating
with the school district on budget matters to prevent rapid tax
impacts from that sector. School Board member Cookie
Hebert has been a tremendous asset in this ongoing process.
Furthermore, the Selectmen have been quite vocal in keeping
county budgets limited. Grafton County’s annual budgetary
growth for the past five years has exceeded eight percent. We
continue to communicate with our County Commissioner
Martha Richards, sharing community input and ideas. County
government has also benefited Dorchester by having its
community buildings completely painted by the Department
of Corrections. This service comes at no charge to the
community except for paint and materials. It is our job to
schedule early in the year to receive service in the summer
and fall months. We intend to continue utilizing this service.
As of late we discovered that the county Department of
Corrections provides grounds and cemetery maintenance if
scheduled in a timely manner. Another important aspect of
general government was our recently completed statistical
revaluation. The Department of Revenue informed us last
winter that we had to do a full revaluation. A full revaluation
can be quite costly, usually thirty-five to fifty thousand
dollars. Since the Selectboard was not happy with this dictate
by the Department of Revenue, we had the new
Commissioner of the DRA’s Property Appraisal Division
come to a Selectmen’s meeting to hear our protests
concerning what seemed an unfunded mandate. It became
evident at this meeting that Dorchester could do a statistical
revaluation for substantially less cost. We were allowed to
proceed with a statistical revaluation due to our in place
process of building permits, inventories, and assessment
pickups. If all residents and non residents were to report new
building work and improvements to a building lot, the tax
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base would not only grow but also keep the tax rate stabilized
for all.

In the area of public safety, we have solidified our
arrangements for fire coverage from Rumney and Canaan. We
wish to commend Secretary Linda Landry for correcting
problems with the 911 system at the state level. Furthermore,
the Selectmen have applied for Emergency Management
grants in hopes of having full generator back-up power for the
Town Hall and Selectmen’s Office in the event of emergency
or pandemic occurrences. The Selectmen’s office is now set
up as an emergency communications operation center with
advanced radio technology, this being accomplished through a
grant from NH Emergency Management.
Our highways and streets are one of our largest
expenditures, second only to school costs. It is our goal to
continue to streamline highway expenses to render the most
effective service to the community. This year we have applied
for three major Hazard Mitigation Grants to FEMA: for major
corrective work on the North Dorchester Road, for water

control and drainage on the Cheever Road and for bridge
construction and road upgrades on the Province Road. We are
fortunate to have a direct connection via Senator Shaheen’s
Washington office. We are excited about the possibility of
having a major financial boost for our town roads.
Under the sanitation sector of the budget, the
Selectmen are continuing to study and seek out alternatives
for creating Dorchester’s own Transfer Station. Selectmen
Conkey has been instrumental in orchestrating this potential
change, which could become a reality within the next three
years if all goes as planned.
Economic downturns have impacted Town Welfare. It
is unfortunate that job losses and hard times have a negative

effect on people’s lives and families. As the economy
recovers, there should be less strain on this budget item.
On a long-term planning note, the Town has recently
received a new study and recommendations from the NH
Local Government Center regarding compensation and
benefits. There was a town committee formed to look into this
issue in 2008. This report from the Local Government Center
takes into consideration all public service elected and
appointed positions and looks at them objectively, so to
remove the politics from pay and benefits. Recommendations
still have to be studied and proposed at this year’s town
meeting for ratification.
The Board of Selectmen not only serves as the fiscal
regulator, it is also the enforcer of rules voted by our
electorate, as well as the supervisor of the town’s employees
and of some elected officials. We approach this aspect of
government with full objectivity. Furthermore, we support
key boards such as the Board of Adjustment, the Planning
Board, the Historic District Commission, the Cemetery
Committee, and the Conservation Commission, all of whose

intent is to protect the community in which we live. Public
input and suggestions are always welcome.
In conclusion, we would like to express our thanks to
all who serve to make Dorchester’s government function. The
door is always open to new people and ideas that will benefit
the entire community.
Respectfully submitted,
Albert John Franz
David A. Conkey
Arthur Burdette
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Selectmen'sMeetings
Thursdays ~ 6:30 P.M,
Town Hall
January

7 ~ 21

February

4~18

March

4~ 18

April 1 ~ 15 ~29
May

13 ~27

June

10 ~24

July 8 ~ 22

August 5~19
September
October
November

December

2 ~ 16 ~ 30
14 ~ 28
11 ~ 24*

9 ~ 23

* Note Change due to Holidays
The Board of Selectmen meets with the public at
7:00 P.M

COMPENSATION/BENEFITS
COMMITTEE REPORT
As reported at the 2009 Town Meeting, the Board of
Selectmen authorized the Compensation/Benefits Committee
to have the Local Government Center conduct a customized
Pay and Classification Study for Dorchester. The positions of
Road Agent, Highway Maintainer, Laborer and Custodian
were to be included in the study. The Local Government
Center was unable to complete the study prior to the 2009
Town Meeting. As a result the Town voted “to continue the
Compensation/Benefits Committee with its present
membership through April 1, 2010.
On January 7, 2010, at a regularly scheduled Selectmen’s
Meeting, Barry Cox, from the Local Government Center,
presented the “TJown of Dorchester Pay and Classification
Study.” Darlene Oaks and Linda Landry, members of
Compensation/Benefits Committee, along with members of
the public were present. Copies of the “Pay and
Classification Study” were distributed to the Board and
members of the Benefits/Compensation Committee. Mr. Cox
explained that the study was an attempt to provide guidelines
which would create both internal and external equity with
regard to wages and benefits. Mr. Cox explained that the
Local Government Center chose to use data from thirteen (13)
comparable communities as a way to measure external equity.
Some of the factors considered when choosing comparable
communities were:
= Geographic location (within the market area)
=> Population
= Equalized valuation
= Similarity in Town operations

The communities selected for the study were: Acworth, Bath,
Croydon, Goshen, Groton, Jackson, Marlow, Monroe, Nelson,
Shelburne, Stark, Strafford, Waterville Valley.

The Study uses a Classification Plan with 10 Labor Grades
and a corresponding Wage Schedule with 15 Steps. The
Classification Plan and Factor Evaluation System can be used
to maintain internal equity among the Town’s various
positions. The Wage Schedule can be used to help maintain
external equity and insure that the Town’s wages are
competitive with other communities. Recommendation:
Employees should be placed at the step closest to their current
or recommended wage, and thereafter awarded step increases
as merited.

Job Descriptions describe the duties and the knowledge,
skills, abilities and qualifications of each position as they
currently exist. Recommendation: When jobs are
restructured or new ones created, they should be evaluated to
determine whether reclassification is warranted or
establishment of a new class is necessary. The tendency to
reclassify positions should be resisted when only minor
changes are made in a job description. There must be a clear
showing that the duties and the knowledge, skills, abilities,
and qualifications required to perform those duties have
changed significantly.
Compression occurs when subordinates receive compensation
near to or in excess of their supervisors. This is sometimes a
consequence of overtime or other administrative practices.
Recommendation: This problem can be minimized by:
e
e
e

Maintaining a percentage ration for first line supervisors
Grant supervisors the same percentage increase as their
subordinates.
Increase the grade differential between supervisors and
employees.

The Factor Evaluation System used to classify jobs in the
study was adapted from the Factor Evaluation System
developed by the United States Office of Personnel
Management. It is considered to be a state-of-the art system
and has been adapted to conform to the unique features of
municipal government in the State of New Hampshire. This
is a comparative system that evaluates job descriptions for
each position on the basis of ten distinct factors:
e

e

Knowledge Required by the Job
Supervisor Controls
Guidelines
Complexity
Scope and Effect
Personal Contacts
Purpose of Contacts
Physical Demands
Work Environment
Supervisory and Management Responsibility

The factors are weighted to reflect their relative value. Each
factor also has several levels and each level is assigned a
specific number of points. The total number of points for
each job description determines the labor grade for that
position within the classification plan.
Conclusions:
A. Job Description: All of the job descriptions have been
tested to determine which ones qualify for exempt
status (overtime) in accordance with the provisions of
the Fair Labor Standards Act. Only the position of
Road Agent qualifies for exempt.

B. Analysis of Pay Data: The position of Road Agent,
Highway Maintainer and Custodian fell below the
average minimum pay of the comparable
communities. This could be an issue in retaining these
employees and it could be a significant obstacle in
recruiting employees for these positions. It may be
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necessary to offer something higher than the minimum
step in order to attract the most qualified applicants.

C. Analysis of Benefit Data: The Town of Dorchester
offers its full-time employees less than a competitive
benefit package in comparison to the surveyed
communities, except in the area of Health Insurance.
The least competitive areas are Sick Leave, Holidays

and Vacation Time.

Recommendation:

The benefit

package could be improved in these areas without a
serious financial impact on the Town budget. The
Town could also enhance benefits in the areas of
Dental Insurance, Disability, Life Insurance and
Retirement at nominal or no cost, depending upon
how the benefits were structured.
Recommendations:
In any compensation system the employer (the town) is
essentially paying for 3 things:
1) What the employee brings to the job — knowledge,
skills and abilities.
2) How long the employee has been at the job —
longevity
3) What the employee is accomplishing on the job —

performance results
The goal of the employer (the town) is not to pay employees
as little as possible in order to retain them. Neither is the goal
necessarily to pay what others are paying. The goal should be
to pay as much as possible to attract and retain good
employees, field an effective organization and maintain a
stable work environment.
The compensation of current employees is usually based on
some combination of these factors:

a) Current wage

a)

b)
c)
d)
e)

Years of service
Education
Experience
Performance

Newly hired employees would normally start at the beginning
of the pay range or step, but consideration should be given to
education, experience and what it takes in the marketplace to
attract good candidates for that particular position.
The ultimate goal in any compensation system is to develop
an acceptable pay structure that will enable the Town to
attract, retain and motivate qualified employees.
Upon review of the information included in this 41 page
study, the Benefit/Compensation Committee and the Board of
Selectmen unanimously agreed that the recommendations
outlined in this study could be implemented without
increasing the municipal tax burden; actually reducing it in
some areas, while removing the “personality, favoritism,
inconsistency” factor from compensating town employees.

The Compensation/Benefits Committee wholeheartedly
recommend the acceptance and implementation of this study
by the voters on March 13, 2010.

Respectfully submitted,
Linda Landry
Darlene Oaks
Andrew Houghton (inactive)
Compensation/Benefits Committee
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DORCHESTER TOWN OFFICERS - 2009
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Albert John Franz 2011 Chairman
David A. Conkey 2010
Arthur Burdette 2012
MODERATOR
Henry Melanson (appointed) 2010

TOWN

TREASURER

TOWN

Brian A. Howe 2010

CLERK

Brenda A. Howe 2010

Jennifer Grace, Deputy

Darlene Oaks, Deputy

TAX COLLECTOR
Brenda A. Howe 2010

ROAD AGENT
George C. Conkey, II 2011

Darlene Oaks, Deputy

ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER
Claudette “Cookie” Hebert

FOREST FIRE WARDEN
Jay Legg

Holly Conkey, Deputy

HUMAN

SERVICES DIRECTOR

Linda M. Landry ~ 523-7119
Patricia Franz, Deputy

HEALTH OFFICERS
Board of Selectmen
PERMIT OFFICERS
Board of Selectmen, Road Agent
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Arthur Burdette, Director

|Vacant, Assistant Director

TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Darlene Oaks 2010
Carol Towne 2011
Diana Burdette 2012
AUDITORS
Martha Walker 2010

Yvonne Yetman 2010

SUPERVISORS OF CHECKLIST
Darlene Oaks 2012 Karen Limoges 2010 Michelle Davis (appt.) 2010

PLANNING BOARD
Michael Howe 2010 Chairman
William Trought (appt.) 2010

Linda Landry 2011
Patricia Franz 2010
Arthur Burdette, Slc. Rep. Vacant, Alternate
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BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
David Morrill, Chairman
Claudette “Cookie” Hebert
Michael Landry
Michael Mock David A. Conkey, Sic. Rep. Patricia Franz, Alternate

|

CEMETERY

Kevin Wall 2011

TRUSTEES

David Yetman 2012

Elizabeth “Betty” Trought 2010

CONSERVATION COMMISSION
John Morrissey, Chairman

Joshua Trought

Michael Majeski

David Yetman, Alternate

HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
Patricia Franz, Chairman (Alt.
Robert Pon (Ait.
Darlene Oaks (ait)
Martha Walker (ait) Linda M. Landry (ait) Albert John Franz, Sic. Rep
REPRESENTATIVE

TO MASCOMA

HEALTH INITIATIVE

Elizabeth “Betty” Trought
MASCOMA

VALLEY REGIONAL SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER
Claudette “Cookie” Hebert
MASCOMA VALLEY REGIONAL BUDGET COMMITTEE
Amber Barsaleau

REPRESENTATIVE

TO UVLS REGIONAL PLANNING

COMMISSION

William Trought
REPRESENTATIVE TO PEMI-BAKER SOLID WASTE DISTRICT

Joshua Trought
REPRESENTATIVE

TO LAKES REGION MUTUAL FIRE AID

Arthur Burdette

Board of Selectmen

MEETING TIMES
Every other Thursday, 6:30 P.M.
Town Hall ~ 523-8300

Town Clerk

Wednesday, 4:00 P.M. ~ 7:00 P.M. (as of 4/2010)

Tax Collector

Monday, 9:00 A.M. ~ 11:00 A.M.
Last Sat. of the month, 9:00 A.M. ~ 11:00 A.M.

Planning Board
Conservation Commission

Board of Adjustment
Animal Control
Notary Public

Town Office
Home
Phone: 786-9476 ~ 786-9076
2" Wednesday of each month
Town Office — 786-9476
2"? Wednesday of each month
Town Hall — 523-8300
As required — Town Office
“Cookie” Hebert ~ 523-7803
Holly Conkey ~ 786-2442
Slc. Mtgs. and upon request 523-7119
Free of Charge to Dorchester Residents
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TOWN WARRANT
The State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the Town of Dorchester in
the County of Grafton in said state, qualified to
vote in Town affairs: You are hereby notified to
meet at the Town Hall in said Dorchester on

Tuesday, the 9" day of March 2010, polls to be
open for voting on Article 1 at 11 o’clock in the
forenoon, and to close not earlier than 7
o’clock in the afternoon, with action on the

remaining articles to be taken commencing at
10 o’clock in the forenoon on Saturday, March
13, 2010.

ih: To choose by nonpartisan ballot all necessary Town
Officers for the ensuing year.
. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital
Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for
the purpose of acquiring and developing land for a
Town Cemetery and to raise and appropriate the
sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) to be
placed in this fund.
Recommended by the Selectmen

. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of two thousand dollars ($2,000.00) for the
purpose of removing those trees which could
potentially damage the Town Hall and the Museum
and to fund this appropriation by authorizing the
withdrawal of two thousand dollars ($2,000.00) from
the Building Maintenance Capital Reserve Fund
created in 1984.
Recommended by the Selectmen

4. Tosee if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate

the sum of four thousand dollars ($4,000.00) to add
to the Capital Reserve Fund for Property
Revaluation.
Recommended by the Selectmen

5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to accept gifts of personal property, other
than money, which may be offered to the Town of
Dorchester for any public purpose, and such
authorization shall remain in effect until rescinded by
the voters of the Town at an annual Town Meeting.

6. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital
Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for
the purpose of the Town’s matching share of grant
money received for town projects and to raise and
appropriate the sum of fifty thousand dollars

($50,000.00) to be placed in this fund; this
_- appropriation shall be funded by authorizing the
transfer of that sum from the fund balance (surplus)
and no amount to be raised from taxation, and to
appoint the selectmen as agents to expend from this
fund.
Recommended by the Selectmen

7. To see if the Town will vote to accept and implement
the recommendations of the Pay and Classification
Study conducted by the Local Government Center
and prepared for the Benefits/Compensation
Committee established at the 2008 Town Meeting.

8. To see if the Town will vote to amend the 1981
approval it gave for the establishment of the town
Historic District Commission (Article 24, 1981 Annual
Town Meeting) by:
1)

2)

3)

Deleting that article’s limit on commission members
serving more than two successive terms;
Changing the method of member appointment from “at
town meeting” to being appointed by the Board of

Selectmen; and
Providing for up to five alternative members of the
commission, to be appointed by the Board of
selectmen.

9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of four hundred thirty thousand, twenty eight dollars
and 80 cents ($430,028.80), to defray Town charges.
10. To act upon any other business that may legally come
before said meeting

Dorchester Selectmen
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**SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLES**
Special warrant articles are defined in RSA 32:3, Vi, as appropriations:

1) in petitioned warrant articles; 2) appropriations

raised by bonds or notes; 3) appropriation to a separate fund created pursuant to law, such as capital reserv e funds or
trust funds; 4) an appropriation designated on the w arrant as a special article or as a nonlapsing or nontransferable
article.
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SPECIAL ARTICLES RECOMMENDED
**INDIVIDUAL WARRANT ARTICLES**
"Individual" warrant articles are not necessarily the same as “special w arrant articles". Individual warrant articles
might be negotiated cost items for labor agreements or items of a one time nature you wish to address individually.
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|pieee
siesfohertaws”
1
Fe i|
ee
ae
3190]Intrest&PenatesonDelinquentTaxes |
iExmase ond
ae
iintone a
3187

s2i0|Busines

LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES

Licenses&Permts_

3220 |Motor Vehicle Permit Fees

||

|

| $40,000.00 | $ 50,938.50

5200|uang Permits“) S|| i
i
[2200OtherLicenses,PermitsFees | | $_1,150.00| $ 905.001 $ _900.00 |
:11-33 FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT _| 4
192.00|$
192.00]$
192.00
1H
A

3051

FROM STATE

3352

3359 |Other (Including Railroad Tax)

i $_5,50000|'5 __-|_—| $a
600.00
l $ 12,000.00 | *% 16,677.34 $¢ 46 16,600.
$ 31,379.40 |
E
[$
31,379.40
iann Re
Hl
i
A
flig fe tebe amr225.00) siveyeaine mann
d| |S 2,286.56

CHARGES FOR SERVICES

124fincomefrom Departments Hl
uEat eked $
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES

43350]

sso1|SaleofMuniipal
Property || $5,005.00 |$ 7,942.42
sso2|mtereston
nvesments
L$ 400.00] $ 414.61
es-aefomnerretnds
LS
1,015.00] $2,553.71
De:

[MS-€ Budget - Town of
1
5

DORCHESTER

2

4

_y
Estimated Reven

cet. i

SOURCE OF REVENUE

Prior Year

2212]From Spec RevenueFunds

ES

From Capital Projects Funds

FY 2010
5

6

Actual

Estimated

Revenues

Revenues

Prior Year

Ensuing Year

|

ee ee

Pie deel

sectente
dda WORE? Bd,|
aARS a
ae
Ta ed
Ce
a
CE
$3,000.00 $ 3,000.00
|
Lect teense acer
Peat
|

El
al Water (Otel
| [etectic-rorey
|
2o1s|FromCapitaReserveFunds
2916FromTrust
&Fiduciary Funds

aE

$ 50,000.00

$ 12,564.00

TOTAL ESTIMATED REVENUE & CREDITS

Seared

**BUDGET SUMMARY**

Special WarrantArticles Recommended (rompages) =|

Heo

$430,028.80
$55,000.00
$ 2,000.00
$ 435,366.00 |$ 487,028.80
$169,671.40

|

DETAILED SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS
Property Taxes:
Current: Y Gat 5.:...c:0a.cas.at
heatien eet
ay en $662,000.42
THAT ESE ic cooeiee tac scan svcdevencsc Me etite. eto aire ionic As $1,225.84

Current Y ear Overpaymentigiise,te1ce./scstsu
a ean $2,592.18
Prigr:Vearsci
on nthe ee eee ete ceca $72,764.34
Interest#/2226 ee
eens $5,462.47

Principal: Convertedito. bien...

asa ernie
eee $39,232.30

Redeemed Taxes:
Prior’ Y ears = Wiens Amount ie cs csssssneesttisessescsseete
ea $28,496.78
Costs: & Interest 04c....40 ot eee
$5,350.21

Land Use Change Taxes
COrrently Car Te ere
Prior’Y ears :: fost
eee

ee
eee

ee $16,610.00
ee eee $2,750.00

Yield Taxes
Current Y eatisssisstecssesiodeietonericr
eae rae ee $0.00
Prior Years

2)

iiss

hs cha tdamaa needed

oe cae

aioe $6,240.99

State of New Hampshire
Revenue Sharing s.sscwss..sa

ie etavoee ter teraveiiaeh sured nes $0.00

Rooms & Meals s...i::2: 47 sce
HighwaysBlock Grants).
3:2.Acee

eee eee $16,677.34
thee
ee $3 1,051.64

State EorestLand 2 1:.....24 te bec ee
eee
Secretary Of state (|CHEGKIIS(S cnt cocee ea ceo

$651.08
ere $225.00

Tax Anticipation Loam ................cccceeeseeeneeneneees $84,000.00
Motor: Vehicle’ Fees 4x2 ..2.2..cc..0:toso
teen eatee tenet eee taeeioneee $50,938.50
Dog Licenses & Penalties: i.) ..5..tes05s,<acccncancce-c--atsatemeen
eee tie$850.00

UCC. Pilings’s tcc
re titeccatee eee
ee
Marriages vi2iis.sicisesethoak ee PEO
Miscellaneous’>.

20:2

he eee, atc cee

ee

eee

ee $60.00
$45.00
$3,141.21

Planning Board/Board of Adjustment .............cc:cccesseseseceneseeeees $1,342.00
Interest,on, Deposits x.......cccvsessteaecensg<ocoeestvesse
ptameck toca aera $414.61
Bureayot Cand Manatee...
ete eee ee
$192.00
Cemetery Fees iirc iris, eee
roars eee oe $735.00
Sale OL Municipal Property cee
tees ot eee ee $6,192.42
TaxtDeed?Repurchase ......),..s0, streets hee toes
$8,570.73
Transfer from Capital Reserve Fund (2009 Article #4) ...........00:.6 $3,000.00

9 4-

TOTAL RECEIPTS FOR 2009............. $1,050,812.06
Less Liens Purchased By Town.........0::.s00s0006.deeses80 ($39,232.30)
Less T.A.N: Principal Repayment. ..,..02,.2205.cc.seesses. ($84,000.00)

NET RECEIPTS FOR 2009 ................cceeee $927,579.76
Cash on Hand January 1, 2009...............cccccceees $155,073.04
Cash Available for 2009............ccccsseccesees $1,082,652.80
Disbursements — 2009 ............ccccssscccerscsccees $877,760.16
BALANCE ON HAND 12/31/2009........... $204,892.64

—_
——
a
a
a
pe
ee

252

SUMMARY OF VALUATIONS
Net Land Values, 27,849.32 acres ...............cs0000000 $18,592,812.00

DaxExempt Gand 2lse/sacresn mae). eescnn ccsieners $676,800.00
Neti Taxable’ Land Values
Bi a.ti i tan. $18,592,812.00
Current Use Valuation, 26,200.21 acres........... $1,534,012.00
Residential Land, 1,649.11 acres................006 $17,058,800.00

Buildings VAll) G2, caeus aes re eer am $20,196, 100.00
LlesS' Tax ExXempu Buildings eier...crcs
cree tree nie $269,200.00
Net Taxable Buildings Valuation.........00.... cee $19,926,900.00
Public UtilitteS@NH Electric Co-op eri

aerate: $554,800.00

Total Valuation Before Exemptions ...................5. $39,074,512.00
Elderly EX@miptiOls etsy ame ce ems once ee ee $18,000.00

Valuation on which tax rate is computed.............. $39,056,512.00

TAXES ASSESSED AND TAX RATE
Total Property Taxes Assessed”. -fren.ve tore $773,846.00
Less War-Service Creditseais......00eee ($15,100.00
Total Property Tax Commitment,...<......g20s--..-.0-05-2 $758,746.00

Tax Rate per $1,000.00 of Valuation......... $19.88
Municipal........... $8.12

County.....$1.36 | Local School.......... $8.09
State Education®......avecmscmss$2.31

SCHEDULED OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town House, Land & Buildings ...............ccsccceseseeees $123,200.00
Contents 22,2298. .-crt ttle tic ccs aii «+ cc aan

Town-Office, VandSeBinidings:..:..-o
Conténts:..

ae ee

eee

ee $47,236.00

$58,900.00

"it Sin.
Pe oe re $16,253.00

Police\Deparimentiequipment..........cecm
eee $100.00
Highway Department, Land & Buildings .................... $79,100.00
Equipment & Materials. :.....0t...-c:s..ce-ccessvcaue $200,000.00
Historical Museriryin.......ck:
.-- eens ononesss cee $24,400.00
Contents fix: .cccuceedea deat ee
rte te ano
foie $16,025.00

Other Town Cand so. isccicciciccss
inscveces een
tee ce$157,600.00

Town Property (Tax:Deeded) 2...ct.uccccatcsentenetss
ease$263,200.00
ForesbHiregiquipmenittcs
a0 0c eee
ee $2,000.00
TODALiairatitstesctcectecetottcctrctnersesectecastcctize $988,014.00

BALANCE SHEET DECEMBER 31, 2009
ASSETS:
(ashroneelandeees

¥ vievnetiieen ede

$204,892.64

Funds in Custody of Treasurer............... $204,592.64
Town Clerk/Tax Collector Cash................6. $300.00

Werregeemed saxeseur.in....ccccc
tees . $38,679.91
Wncollected Laxes'iciciccccscccecessc1sPtenen $103,687.13
Other ecetVabless itt
$4,036.56

SLO LAIBASSCUSi vcs ccscececceseccoecccccsceerce $351,296.24

LIABILITIES:
Accounts owed by the Town:
School Taxes Payable, January ~ June 2009. .. $232,964.00
Wax?A nticipation, NoteséeA.qniscue
ee eee $0.00
Accrued Expenditures 2009 Budget ............. $12,921.06

Total Liabilities ..............cccccccesses $245,885.06

FUND BALANCE:
Assets over Liabilities............000e +105,411.18

RECONCILIATION:
Fund Balance December 31, 2008.............. +$89, 120.93
Fund Balance December 31, 2009........... +$105,411.18

TREASURER’S REPORT
December 31, 2009
BALANCE:
Cash Oni Hand January ee OU Is iessrercectiesscte $155,073.04
Woodsville Guaranty ..................6 $154,773.04
own. Glerk/ Tax Golly Cash ac
ee $300.00

Received From:
Lax. Colectoten. ae er ee $803,493.23
Town: Glerk ices
ta ees $52,313.00
Selectinenlz.
ccs
ears $68,358.92

Tax Anticipation Loan............. $84,000.00
Interest onsAccounts 7...

$414.61

Capital Reserve Funds .............c00css0re $3,000.00

TOTATAREGRIBTS Siciiacerccssetvetsccssssess
esste $1,011,579.76

TOTAL AVAILABLE DURING 2009....... ..... $1,166,652.80
Payments'By Order of selectineni.cstesete cere $961,760.16
Cash on Hand December 31, 2009.................000080 $204,892.64
Woodsville Guaranty Checking Acct. ............ $26,868.24
Woodsville Guaranty Money Market ........... $177,724.40
Town, Clerk/Tax Collector:@nenaneeteneete $300.00

RESPECTFULLY

Grian 4. Howe
Treasurer

SUBMITTED

TAX COLLECTOR’S REPORT
Year Ending 12-31-09
Uncollected Taxes — Beginning Year:
2009
Property axes &. ReAsieai a SAG htie.. d on ey

Prior
$71,928.78

See

Taxes Committed This Year:

PERCELVE LAR OS foe ee heeb

$760,348.000

PSO LSet Manpve-1 AX. scci.c.tiiesciezotescrian: S16-010.00 neonate: $2,750.00
Mane heYICIC ALAX Gera tacts ees tee Ne Pe 250, oacan ce $0.00
2.3 ore $6240.99
Overpayments:
reuits. Balance End. Yiu:
aw oorpetess ($27990) Payee.
PLLCNT RRR
RP SBE,
EO, kt
Cs SI 25284 eee $5,462.47
TOTAL DEBITS .......... soveeee D7 7 1904.14 ....c0ccseeeeeeee 980,392.24
Remitted to Treasurer During Year:
2009
Prior

Propertyilaxeares

:a:h. Tacients
Ween a: $665;550,07 mae. $32,696.48

Dandise, Clanveut, 8... 8 fekdc den omtdets $.1°610:00 5 ar.

TOTES NACE LEVere ok ree

BOO wos

BCT ests PENAIIGS!. .. eo rteteter
tse lacsi tacts n't hate
ee Es
COMVETSIONMNO LICH sete.
tn elAatesci Wi cea tice cee ee

$2,750.00

te. $6240.99
$5,462.47
$39,232.30

Prior Year Overpayments Assigned........... ($177.91)
Abatements Made:

TOPE SION EME pei dr oe oye
Arie ar 0) Ol pest Ao $0.00
Wali: Ise Adal PGeLAXCSeetrtics, feetce rere nies. SUDO Retest:to. $0.00
Uncollected Taxes — End of Year

2009

BEODCIEVal ARCS 5 c.toe teeta seh eee ites etre $94,797.93
ancdlise Change Taxes’ 2..:-4:). ete
ee $0.00
Pimper svicldil axes ais sear eee
ee $0.00
Property, bax credit balances...
ra. teccccee ($101.79)
TOTAL CREDITS .............. $777,904.14 .....cecceceeeeee 990,392.24
PitredocIouicns OCP NIN OLY erasers.
rete ates $39,419.29
ens EXeCULEC TUTTI Hey ee essere ra Rater te eles axnks sade detctansse $42,741.97
Interestcc Costs Collected 42a ot Pee ee Re rns tisiteoscsenceee $5,350.21
TOTAL LIEN DEBITG................0000 N edoctenchectstocssessce
aeraaL tT
Remitted to Treasurer:
RCCEMIDTIONS. fix toey tee Sorte, natal rete Se

Interestr&:. Costs Collected’,

ony tan eh tae $28,496.78

2r2 seth vasc.de.Liboaitaeietestiees
susan ce$5,350.21

Abatements of Unredeemed Liens....................ssssccccescocsssessseess $1,245.69

LXENS ECAC TORUMUMICIDALILY a1. 55; peachceressaeeststeteds
arphes tenure cctee $13,738.88
Dnredeemed Wiens ENG OLE Kiet
oereccder cectscctcce ccs seee Mckais $38,679.91
TOTAL LIEN CREDITG.............00 sesiaccetettcccltedecteeses
CoOL Aca?

Creada 4. Howe, Tax Collector
tO.

TOWN CLERK’S REPORT
f ;December 31, 2009 : |
Washion-Handal yO 0Gnere

sett eee

War Registrations (jot maen oiicce ce) ae ok,
WOE Pings! (4) Se epee err n cleer eee sept rece
Dog Licenses (1120 ets ie hiccsiviesst
ee at ee
MarniageiLicenses:(il)mtnaivasavnn sycreineren eo arene
Miscellaneous. nackte
St a
eee tne
Photo copies
Tax Maps

Certified Copies of Vitals
Wetland Application
Civil Forfeitures
Return Check Charges

TOMAT irs Snceiececcretmeecteterredectacceterec trons $52,313.00

Total Remitted to Treasurer ........... $52,313.00
Town Clerk/Tax Collector Cash on Hand .................. $300.00

TOTAL GASH ON HAND le ieee $300.00
Greada Howe, Town Clerk

AUDITORS’

REPORT

We the undersigned have examined the accounts
of Selectmen, Treasurer, Tax Collector, Town
Clerk, and Trustees of Trust Funds and find them

properly and correctly vouched.
February

18, 2010

Auditors

INRopTin.

-30-
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2009 REPORT OF
CEMETERY COMMITTEE
Betty Ann Trought, David Yetman, Kevin Wall

We began the year with a set of ongoing concerns and
end it with only limited progress:
Ls The increasing costs of Dorchester Cemetery
maintenance for only three of our fifteen (15)
identified cemeteries. Our three maintained
cemeteries require some major expenditure for
such items as fence replacements and tree
removal. Kevin Wall has now completed a GPS
map of all Cemeteries and created a pictorial
review of there condition. We were unable to
gather volunteers to help clear these Cemeteries.

The limited number of suitable lots available for
future burials. Despite a grant writer hired by the
Town looking for funds for land purchase — none
appear to be available. No landowners have
stepped up to donate land. There we have
recommended to the Select Board that the Town
establish a Special Fund to begin gathering
monies for future land purchase.
Unfortunately Kevin Wall has moved to Hebron and
therefore stepped down as an elected Cemetery
Trustee. However, he remains interested in our

activities and agreed to stay on to assist the
Committee in 2010 goal completion.

AK

Goals for 2010
1) Replace fence at Cheever cemetery (Town to pay
for materials & D Acres to complete construction
as Community Service)

2) Complete clean up of Cheever Cemetery - taking
out old trees and overhang branches around
perimeter (D Acres to complete; they retain chips
for their composting operation)
3) Cleanup of several Cemeteries in Woods. Kevin
& David hope to use volunteers from community,
a crew from the Grafton County House of
Correction and some staff from D Acres to
complete a clean up.
4) Removal of trees endangering Historic Cemetery
beside Town Hall and Dorchester Town Cemetery
on Rte 188. (To be completed as part of Town of
Dorchester Forestry Project)

We look forward to a newly elected Cemetery Trustee
and invite anyone interested to volunteer for our planned
activities.

a,

2009 REPORT OF TRUST FUNDS
CAPITAL

RESERVE

FUNDS

Town Building Fund
Balancet12/31/ 08 er
$7,024.02
New Funds 2009...)
ere Hie $0.00

Expended 2009

$3,000.00

Interest: 2009 se Bere
er ee. $36.34
Balance:!2/3:'1/09 2 tee

$4,060.36

Balances?
/S 1/08
ee
a $6,322.37
New Hinds 2009 sn
en
ee & $0.00

Esxnpendeds OO0Mi
gt
Interest? O00. anc
Balance:| 2/31/09

tena
ens $0.00
eee $187.97

pare... ner $6,510.34

Bridges Fund
Balances12/3:1/O0Sicreaac--...
ee $508.92
Newikunds? 009 on ete.
on cee $0.00

Expended:2009 seat eee 5 ster... $0.00
Interest OOO Mkt ee
Balanceii2/3:1/09. .. 2a eae

oe $1.63
$510.55

Property Revaluation Fund
Balanceia/St/O8en ean
$383.80
New binds 2009.4.
a ere $0.00

Excnicecden

UO Gsmentcnt
stetcr terterta rec: $0.00

INLetOS OO te
$1.21
Balancesi/oly09. ea. ee $385.01
see

CEMETERY TRUSTS
Lucy Hazen & Sanborn Kimball Fund
Balancer 75
17 0serttc coe cscs secec ae ceeeeees $306.16
Interest:~:2009? ea ret itn es ee hee
$1.74
Balance:-412/3'1/09 79". 5 eve.
eee $307.90

Scott Burleigh Fund
Balance
1231/08 29
ee ee... $935.64
Interest: 20091%..0).,.
RN See
ee $5.31
Balance
12/3 1/09s wee
o eee $940.95

Paul Hutchinson Fund
Balance’~12/31/08 See eee
Interest ~ 2009 eA Sik
or eee
Balance="12/31/09 unweit

$1,558.46
ee $8.84
$1,567.30

J.C. Davenport Fund
Balante=-12/3 OSS ee
$223.63
Interest-2009° Ace
oe
ee $127
Balance ?~712/3:1/09 eee
ae eee $224.90

Joseph & Katherine Grochocki Fund
Balance12/3 17/08 se eee. coer $392.22
Interest*~2 009 ee
Ne
ee Sea
Balance
12/31/0902 $394.45

Town Cemetery Fund
Balance’ 12/31/08... .20:292
ee eee

$2,464.08

Interest ~'2009 2. ht eeeeee $13.98
Balance12/31/09 a2 eeeoe $2,478.06

All Cemeteries Fund
Balance:12/3 1/08 4a. oir
Interest-~Q000 Ae
ec ee
Balance
12/31/09 es eee eee
Ezy.

$2,605.82
$14.78
$2,620.60

DETAILED REPORT OF PAYMENTS
OCH
ba i hd

Orevereprieretie per erterrateeerer
trey:perietetetssere DAUEL
tT Le
Executive Officers

|

Burdette, Arthur, Selectman, Salary............... $1,875.00
Additional Wages & Expenses ..............cc:00000 $807.60

Conkey, David, Selectman, Salary ................. $2,500.00
Cote: Jon, Selectman, salalyerees ene $625.00
Franz, Albert J., Selectman, Salary.................. $2,500.00
Additional Wages & Expenses ................006 $1,570.26
Executive Expenses

PTOI E aiiretesiccancoeiscecoucakore
aie ct $455.24
PAIDOIN (eet Satet citer ae tact ee Mere ons, $916.31
MOWeNDriAnePxpensescsetitt
ce se
$1,492.72
|9D bys oseld pr rercaverrebrener aor ip opmetink oot hirtp padi a Sue $74.18
Landry, Linda (Secretary/Bookkeeper) ........... $16,640.00
Largent, John (web design)...........:ccccsscsceseeee $220.50
BOCACOVGIINICh @eOleha sect
en
ee $60.00
Matthew Bender & Co. (Legal Books).............. $553.20
N.H. Municipal Association (Dues) ................ $594.59
OTHGE. EXpenSesiieiin
wd: eae
$10,900.00

Rocky, Branch Trading «LLG onc s.qelaaatlh $133.74
Slaples {Oftice Supplies)anananent.. came tn $4,513.09

Sunapee Business Systems (checks)............00+ $278.77
TS eeROst (OCG se ice og hee
sue
$210.00
FICA/Withholding Withheld from Salaries/Wages ............. $(4,468.92)

FICA/Withholding Paid to Federal Govt. ...........:ceeeeee $6,337.84

REGISTRATION/ELECTION ....... sertrettstsccstiatirere
Let SO
Avdelle Donna: Ballot Glerkt nse.
cata cas $140.00
Burdette, Arthur, Moderator ........0cccccccecceeesesees $294.00
Burdette, Diana, Ballot Counter..............:..c:ccce $40.00

Gonkey HollysSinervisom.
Davis,
Franz
Grace,
Grace

ca

ne. $200.00

Michelle, Ballot Counter ........0.c.cccee
eee.$20.00
Patricia Ballo Clerk esis dceseaetesess $110.00
Jennifer, Ballot Counter.....0.0...00ccceeee $20.00
Scott. Ballot Couritens. Wines 2. tere abet $20.00

as os

Hebert, Claudette, Ballot Counter .........0.ccccceee $20.00
Howes briansBallot.colintermes
osc res $20.00
Howe, Matthew, Ballot Counter ............cccceceeeee $20.00
Limoges, Waren sSupety isolate saat
ten $170.00
Morrissey, John III, Ballot Clerk... $140.00
Oaks, Darlene, Supervisors .s.nctr
es ae $255.00
Trought, Elizabeth, Assistant Moderator............ $110.00
Wall, Kevin, Ballot. Counterzaetee...cienett $40.00
FICA/Withholding Withheld from Salaries/Wages.................. $(70.78)
FICA/Withholding Paid to Federal Govt. .............s00000+ $141.56

Local Government Center, Moderator Exp. ....... $20.00
ThesPennysaver. (notices) ec
a
eee $84.00
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION .............0000000e 912,723.89
Conkey, Holly, Auditor, Salary... $150.00
Walker, Martha, Auditor, Salary............0...0000. $150.00
Auditors’ EXpenSes ecclesia
torte uescst are $17.77

Avitar Business System ............:ccccccesceeeees $3,023.00
Howe, Brenda, Tax Collector, Salary.............. $2,000.00
POGSi te: csccsvoatevedtsatessasvorsmere
ran cameaderretae severe $1,526.31

Expenses and Additional Wages.................... $2,613.40

Oaks, Darlene, Deputy Tax Collector ...........:.:605 $60.00
Lynn W. Wheeler, Lien & Deed Title Searches ...... $384.00

N.H. Tax Collectors Association ...............0065 $20.00
U:SsPostOmice mika
eee eer $672.00
Howe, Brian, Treasurer, Salary ................00:. $1,500.00

Grace, Jennifer, Deputy Treasurer .............000000000 $60.00
Returned Item Charges, Returned Deposit Item......$16.00

Woodsville Guaranty Savings Bank
Merchanti@aptune: heGs cee

ee ee

$70.00

Burdette, Diana, Trustee of Trust Funds................ $50.00
Oaks, Darlene, Trustee of Trust Funds.............0..0+. $50.00
Towne, Carol, Trustee of Trust Funds.............0006. $50.00
FICA/Withholding Withheld from Salaries/Wages................ $(311.41)
FICA/Withholding Paid to Federal Govt. ...........-..s00004 $622.82

REVALUATION OF PROPERTY................:0002.914,042.30
Avitar Associates of New England .................. $70.00

AG:

Commerford, Nieder, Perkins, Assessors .....$2,495.00

Grafton County Registry of Deeds................. $574.50
Landry, Linda, Assessing Secretary............000.04. $2,600.00
John W. McSorley Consulting... $7,560.00

Morrill, David (Current Use)...........::cccceeseeeeeee $476.22
N.H. Association of Assessing Officials ........ $20.00
RAL sl OLICC eet tam En tet Mee ert, $220.00
FICA/Withholding Withheld from Salaries/Wages ................. $(26.58)

FICA/Withholding Paid to Federal Govt. ..........:::eceseeeeeees $53.16

DATA

sesvencccecencctectecscsvccseicacdtosiisvecscateuseats terrane $3,614.48

Mitchell Municipal Group, PA...

$3,564.48

Driveway Regulations/Litigation.... $2,073.08
General Government .......-...<.0..-..- $1,491.40

N.H. Municipal Association... $50.00
RECORDING

& REPORTING ..............ccsessssseesoe$7,580.21

MoweubrendaslownGietk

2

eee

ae $4,862.97

BO WOM DTIONR EXPENSES ie. ete tele.
eee ee$14.80
Oaks, Darlene, Deputy Town Clerk .................. $2,134.25

NH City & Town Clerks Association.............. $20.00
NHCTCA/Dartmouth Lake Sunapee Reg. .....$70.00
ROI Ce DIGeStSie Metel at ceteris
cch cece tele $36.00
FICA/Withholding Withheld from Salaries/Wages................ $(442.19)

FICA/Withholding Paid to Federal Govt. .............::c0e00e+ $884.38

PLANNING & ZONING .u...........ccccccccsccscseseees Vesusshes $5,256.96
Burdette, Arthur (Board of Adjustment)................ $62.50
Burdette, Arthur (Planning Board)................006 $250.00
Conkey, David (Board of Adjustment)................ $250.00
Cote, John A. (Planning Board)...........cccccceceeeees $62.50
Franz, Patricia (Planning Board)...........:cccee $250.00
Franz, Patricia (Board of Adjustment).................. $187.50
Hebert, Claudette (Board of Adjustment)............ $250.00
Howe, Michael (Planning Board).............:.00006 $250.00
Landry, Linda (Planning Board).............::cse $250.00

Landry, Michael (Board of Adjustment).............. $250.00
Mock, Michael (Board of Adjustment)................ $187.50

i

Morrill, David (Board of Adjustment) ................. $250.00
Trought, William (Planning Board)................... $187.50

Landry, Linda
Secretary to Planning Board .............cesseseeeeees $242.00
Secretary to Board of Adjustment ................... $145.00
EXpENSOSs 5) cue he tadneses A Mie, easel dees $651.00

Franz, Patricia (Expenses, Historic District) .......... $54.00
NEH,O.E.P (Workshops) 2, ttivenaetos
Cases atied$200.00
Preservation Alliance (Books) ..:...::....0:.serse00000- $102.00

he Pennysaver (notices eeyaiacs
ec. eects $203.50
True Color Print & Design (maps) ............006 $86.30

Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Council ............ $505.20
Valley News:(totices a7.

eee $179.70

FICA/Withholding Withheld from Salaries/Wages................ $(200.76)

FICA/Withholding Paid to Federal Govt. .........:::s2sseeeeees $401.52

GOVERNMENT

BUILDING ............ccccsceseceeees $26,222.49

Barrows, Christopher (Buildings & Grounds). ...... $490.00

Franz, John (Buildings & Grounds) .............ce00008 $626.42
Hebert, Claudette (Custodian)...............sccss000 $2,455.00

Stockwell, Dean (Buildings & Grounds)..............+. $55.00
Fa2h Wane 2s Cones ole: hake | bon, aR Rn M $187.02
Canaan’ Hardware es ae eee. $2,429.93
Dead River: Gor (uel) aes ee nee $4,464.86

Dorchester Plumbing and Heating.................. $523.48
Fairpoint::ith,,
Popes Mea) aor
ye $403.23
K&R: Portable Toilets ee eee
$2,520.00
Nash, David (Installation of front doors)........... $4,804.71
N.Heblectrici Cooperative se aes
$1,416.68
Posnanski’s Custom Woodworking (doors)........ $2,300.00

Rocky, Branch#lradine. EEGs opaeex, sea, $171.17
Ryezak: One Stop & Oil Coe frie, eee $93.70
The:Pennysaver (notices) ie uneaes nance $220.00
Tri-State Fire Protection (fire extinguishers) ....$198.92
Y €atomOil COs a8...
eaet alate or $2,637.07
FICA/Withholding Withheld from Salaries/Wages................ $(225.30)
FICA/Withholding Paid to Federal Govt. ........::ecesseeeeseeee $450.60
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CEMETERIEG..........cssccssees Geolecusirasesterecs sccccsserccsseee
TT

IVIN LU arc ioy ithe ack

Ba

ea

D291 50.00

ee $625.00

TIO INENE Lert SCak stk cane
ee $951.20

WoolleyvsDoris S:0:)25..0sheqnnerasratees$350.00
Equipnientaxnenseativcecwaut
le eee $130.00
FICA/Withholding Withheld from Salaries/Wages ................. $(74.60)
FICA/Withholding Paid to Federal Govt. .........::ccceeseeeees $149.20

BINGS
URS AIN Gy coretitss techs ccscsscoscsscccesgeassanesd
thane eee +0029 23,325.16
HealthTrust (health insurance) .........ccceeeeeeee $15,461.72

Property/Mabilityennn saree
nce ee. $3,760.58
W orkersG ompensSati
on vs: ssiccsssstsissthetee
ee $3,970.86

Unemployment Compensation ............0.0 $132.00
AMD ICED

PROPER

DIRS fictccccsccocsossctecssce-crsecnseee $7,302.25

MewreOlaSiiT WwelCINO re tence cciesceen $191.25
Hammond Grinding & Recycling, Inc. ......$7,111.00
UAVSINDES IGECODIRLiecceos crecsessccassonoteseeoes Sctebesascokdsecestates $1,736.60
Fred B. Estabrook Co. (printing)..........0........ $1,306.00

Linda Landry (preparation)......0.....:ccesseeeeeee $400.00
FICA/Withholding Withheld from Salaries/Wages ................. $(30.60)

FICA/Withholding Paid to Federal Govt. .........ccccesscseeeseees $61.20

UECLIS LN DN rete eee

er mene

oh

ere PA

$735.00

A.M. Rand Co. (Cost Reimbursed by Funeral Dir)......... $485.00

George Conkey, II, (Cost Reimbursed by Funeral Dir) .§250.00

Tam ipha Cee A TUM
Lay oreecorcnceceelerccestyers sccnessceceneetertatties $31,328.08
EVO LUTTE Coepyo-stedbaneneenltn
pane cela
ee$5,500.00
(Canaan FA il ws. -2css0e1ss
cae eee $2,750.00
Warren/Wentworth Ambulance........ $2.750.00

Fire Protection ..........cccssscecssees ree ape $20,995.93
Town onCandanls

ccc

y boner $12,860.43

PORWR
UIE Voscgs cane st caneeeeea
stage $7,040.50
Rumney Fire Department.................. $1,095.00

ROOTES Ire DCDir titer

eens

John Jay Cero attntreccsestsetas-tere.nt-oee $7,040.50
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$420.14

MichaélJoyce

ance

eee

ts pie $68.08

FICA/Withholding Withheld from Salaries/Wages$(28.42)

FICA/Withholding Paid to Federal Govt.............. $56.84

Emergency Management ..............ssscceeeeeee $499.96
Albert Franz (E.O.C. Expenses) ............ $299.25
Arthur Burdettennn ween
$10.21
Linda Landry (Expenses) ...............0006 $150.00
True Color Print & Design (maps) ........ $40.50

COMMUNICATIONS. ..........cccccsccsscccescsceeseseesee
$3, 703.24
Lakes Region Mutual Fire Aid........ $3,603.24
LRMFA Membership ...............:..:s:006 $100.00

Animal. Control |.:.:.....:...)...4-alnaenataetiee $208.81
Rands: Do IC Beste nee
ee $48.81
Upper Valley Humane Society ........... $160.00

HIGHWAYS & STREETS. ............cccsssssssesssseeves $212,927.18
Payroll .ccs:icien truant nee ee ne eee $56,897.28
FICA/Withholding Withheld from Salaries/Wages........... $(14,589.16)
FICA/Withholding Paid to Federal Govt............0000 $12,230.72
Paid to:State oF NH Gore

N HaRetirement:.

eee

$3,987.00

ee eens

$4,516.33

TownMaintenance.2:2

en ete $149,885.01

SANITATION Sircsetitecesteccecccsastoscssecersscsconteecessract (RAatg
1Rita
Administration
Pemi-Baker Solid Waste District Dues .......... $440.76

Plymouth Village Water & Sewer ........... $100.00

Solid Waste Disposal
Town of Rumney, Transfer Station ............. $22,377.00

FIR AL Tits. cerccoccsoscconsconenessestinesnssevscnesaaterctvecnsettee saat
tt eae
Senior Citizens-Councils Incr

ee $800.00

Mascoma Valley Health Initiative.................. $259.50
Visiting Nurse Alliance VT & NH............... $1,700.00
NH Health Officers Association .....0.....ccce $25.00

WEDRPAREAS ais.ccare {eissseces cebssncccdeutietGes eects $11,061.72
Administration & Direct Assistance
Latiory Ginda: DNector.

0...
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eee

$1,200.00

Franz, Patricia, Assistant Director .............5........ $60.00
FICA/Withholding Withheld from Salaries/Wages .... $(97.93)

FICA/Withholding Paid to Federal Govt.......... $195.86
Canaan.Cash Marketsirxtnncunceitenin
Ga $400.00
Dave Zani & Patty Sweetser.............c:cccceses $2,000.00
Samuel & Janice Faulkner ................ceceeseeeeeee $1,750.00
Debra Burkes

isis

ae

es eee teeta saeatte eres $1,300.00

Michsel Landry eure tee nite
ae aves aT $40.00
DUE alectric Cooperative... 4 aseceare st$2,233.23
ParGr biuelsvlnG sree ceeeae $660.56

Vendor Payments
Tri-County Community Action .................0. $1,300.00

SOE

PAL AOU DIMA

2. ccccccsoscesssootecsececccoieccece
tetetttrts $1,500.00

Building Restoration Grant Search
Gateiena Consulting, UL CAM c..;0.2
mee $1,000.00

Cemeteries Grant Search
@atelena Consulting ULC... A $500.00

PATE LAIVEICN US co ccccscsoctcteetecnctces
ancctocct ofsedat deter testctocsode $238.42

handbery. (from overlay):

ofiecsiaiases seers $238.42

DIET ITCOSERVAGAH coirvsossocseeveserssazeassosnpavssceeestttetire $84,181.74
Tax Anticipation Loan Principal................ $84,000.00

Tax Anticipation Loan Interest... $181.74
STATE OF NEW HAMSHIRE...........cscssssssssssoreoseees $577.50
NH Dept. of Agriculture (Animal Pop. Control)......$490.50

Secretary of State (Vital Statistics)........c:cccccsceseeees $87.00
TAX LIENS PURCHASED
GRAFTON
MASCOMA

COUNTY
SCHOOL

(LEVY OF 2008)............ $42,741.97

TAXES...........cccccsssssccceeees $53,027.00
DISTRICT
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............... $342,882.00

2009 ROAD MONEY
DISTRIBUTION
PAY RODGDe ccsecctctctegesasccnctenskisssstnispscabencssaipaisseaneeenien $63,042.17
George C. Conkey II (Road Agent) ............... $30,462.50
George C. Conkey II (Additional Wages) ........... $2,045.97
BlodgettyScottuvanetaimaindigciains.a
nee $200.00
Conkey; Daniel: lak. hie eae
nome $790.00
Conkéy 2David shSaini wicacrianeaaclse
ee $50.00
Conkey,.Gonkey I] ese at Rae eee $900.00
Lassorslcynn 4. Anca
ee
$21,798.81
Wilkins® Georve. P85.
cee
ee
ee$650.00
Yetmans David ita
nee
Cee $240.00

FICA & Withholding Withheld from Salaries /Wages.....($14,589.16)
FICA/ Withholding Paid to Federal Govt. ...........000. $12,230.72

State OU NH(DHASi 2.9 2.cecas eee nee $3,987.00
NEDRetirement. System nascent
ree $4,516.33
GENERAL HIGHWAY EXPENSES .........ccccsssseee $10,403.39
ATCOdanternational sc... vatesete
ee tree $637.95
B-B Chains
ete erence te$439.40
Canaan Hard wares). hizacairna
anv
itevitn $379.60
Chappelidtractor:Sales, Incite.
stec-« erste: $62.90
Fastenal 23.3, Stier cnr
eam
eis $152.66
Conkeys George cet. eee
eer tee $31.95
Gramte State Two-Way 2. enero $1,044.50
Karen oimoges:..,f5.
05. .e. arate pe ea ieee $30.00
Kabby Equipment 203.0.
ee eer $2,162.69
Lakes Region Wo Wayne eee
eee $290.70
Liberty International, Trucks 25.<, 42.24.00)
Ste. e:$75.11
NP WMA Riitiecesieiierrt
arama ne ieee taereterrere $25.00
Rands Do lt Best Hardware, 25...5
seen ae
$799.70
Rocky Branch Trading sie 2aiians.ss.cn eres $669.08
SabiliGeeSOns tai nese
ee
ee
os $70.56
SosmetalProdUcts ae eo ewe etoetietaceccscensescsle $386.11
The Pennysaver (publishing bids) ..............:c.:see- $137.50
Tri State Fire Protection (fire extinguishers) ....... $198.92
UniFirst.(uiniformns)a, a. eee ee ete ee eee $963.18

Uniformlys¥.ours en tects
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cscsccsseseetaase $592.85

BV ISC OUTILSASLILO CAILSree nien saree ae taser cee tr tesa $1,253.03
RORMGEUcereeeart ec esecterisscevecseccticetsstecessteccoadarecassesccssestoccat $8,693.43
STACIOTULLTALL.S(02| GICSCLI iceatericertest
tis feces$3,601.87
NASTeS ML PLO 0 iadEY peep eae es

ee pO

$5,091.56

INTERNATIONAL TRUCK EXPENSEGW............. $14,504.39
Wie CCTChU. 0. 8-. uremtany
east aierasetts deHives $3,176.02
Howat
hairticld. nC seks
a
eet, $485.39
MONGAN MO UIDINEN Case teceaae ote cas scrcsaee te wasepecn sdetee $3,405.99
BeCMIM ESAS Ue W CLOMID ci iig teeters
cet og ae: Dil
3e3)
IDET LLGr ALON Aas ete yee reir ierce rrccr ees $2,680.04
RC VEOLATICUEL TACIT Grrr
tere ene eee $106.01
RIE SLO CABDLOMOUVET.
cee ek irae
SAOIIC EONS erry errr eee re eee rete

$2,160.55
et $767.04

CHEVROLET 5500 Expenses/Lease..............sse000 $24,605.09
DTOeuE ATs

ee teeta a ek

Meennaee ea S304)9

DONOVAIL BOUIPMeN eeeretneretete ceetreteasisenvencsstes $334.50
BREW Sle petamenccteeer eee Sete... c.6hsescsescesecsadetieres $183.42
OMAC Pinancial Services ...01c.4.0etese-scsseeee $18,966.38

BIO Warps Haniel: sssccesieseesse
racoteatets cssstecssseatsh $391.35
A OECAT ETUIPIMeNiteseyereerer vere ee esta cc ssss ozs oea $720.00
Kelley MacKenzie Auto Parts...............:ccssccsssssenee $43.98
Kevin Bolash Welding. crane...

$1,198.05

Barkesatruck Auto: é& TireCenteraes
es ........: $323253
ibettyvaintermational LruckSes.waeaner.s
2 -.:$46.99

Monroe Repairs Sogn eet. ort aanees oe ccene, $1,727.80
ROMS AS SULOMOLIVE «..0c.c2e-ccs0cr00r
ct eee $414.23
BARC SONS UPR R irri hic veeal cee teeta soe: $219.11

FORD RANGE Reicsercretcctencsseceiectess sstastyetcctacesteses? $3,041.68
Kelley MacKenzie Auto Parts Inc............:cccccceeseee $16.74
Rice Pies AMOMOUVE

RvecaReNeesOp
lil
SCALZO eee

et

ee

$2,409.12

Omereen erent: $597.82
ter nee ee
$18.00

PAPE RETSTUIARUGOA DE Re ccccossvecoctccssccactacsscsecte’ $5,484.78
NOCAT EATON
Gl Leterme
tect, eee te $614.03

Le

Milton CAT ie

Ae. 284

Rocky Branch [racing

3 ee ee

$2,387.26

en
ee aecaes $194.19

Route,118 Automotive 2 .eeee

ee tere. $1,706.16

DADINCRSONS tires ceracieereecueced
ee aera epatee es: ba $518.14
Wilsons Dire: UC yes ve res act. etme sees crores ee $65.00

HUBER D1400 GRADER .2................cssessesssssssscoreees $10,418.18
Accurate Gear and Machine Ince. .................0000 $1,838.01

BriaitAtHOwe succes wees $102.65
Dayeis Starter SrA Iterator nse rerecssnsescr teases $455.05
Granite: State wo-Way LLG Nc. cc neat $311.40
Liberty Intermationdiel Tckse.2.ac
eae $61.84
Michael Gowen
Rocky Branchal madingal LG

eee eres
eee es

$5,592.50
$1,142.17
eetenene lec tetcics:- pene $15.96

Sabil So SOnS7 pire. ssh issu
Weller LractornSalvagte csc
ee
Wise Guys: Auto Bartss..:..: ete

$849.80
$48.80

OTHER EQUIPMENT & MAINTENANCE ........... $875.25
AIRGAS sive need co, tacecsac ce tReet
eee eee $363.00
Albert ULE ranZo.t.caccicct
one eee eet eee $35.00
Brian Owe bs.cisse.:.sch-scs
as eed eee tc $179.80
Davids ATC Onke ya cece
ivscee hee teste tee $129.00
Daniel COnKey) cence oar eee
seeeeee 996,00
JOeISSEGUIDMEND SerVICes ot
ere ree $72.45
REIN-LAUS, scccstsscocccsesossvcenedsguceeassoenenernntectashartacaatiaeane $4,340.00
EaWe Sleeper (Grader) oto. te reer $2,800.00
Qwens Leasing: Gomes
.76 etree
eee ee $1,540.00
MAINTENANCE MATERIAL. ..........ccccsssssssseeees $43,286.38
Garoill:incorporated (Salt)2.,.0 cee
$6,880.98
CWS :Fence: éciGuardrailes,.. nao ee $2,210.00
HergusondOulverts incase rus
ee $13,309.28
Henry L. Melanson (mulch hay)..............ceeeeseseeees $684.00

Holly: Gonkeyass ta ttetaes Bate soos aesecccucs eee $52.00
Kevin: Bolash Weldingi4s1ci.
or eters ct $202.50
BikelndustriesiIncs 25.27.
1-s.0e at ee ee ae $2,454.60

UnitediRéentalsm cere
eet
een $177.98
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Warren Sand & Graveli:ictacacneeiee. moe $15,952.50

WEALON A SWAY SELVICES oosscarstraipure
dace anh Siesnat$1,362.54

PSRSAUDRSEMUGN
EGHIN SMS factscescccoactestypeetenstpeacaccscanasesaccoatte $3,252.44
SPeUINTVeL COMPANY water ect ts elem
sie $608.71
Fairpoint Communications..................i.-ceccsceeeonees $735.51
MH. Ejectric. Cooperativerim.
1. eee $1,694.22
PIN POW Se aGOMpPANly eco, aetna dee ets ole ne $99.00
Ryezak One-stopec Ol Gowns. Aa
ene! $115.00
CONTRACTED SERVIGES sin cccctcessntcctsecscesecsesccose $20,980.00
CVIGA Sohaltsi
o/s aud ai cua.
ae $20,900.00
MUICHACWAS Andry ate... iri 2, leat orc eae $80.00
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Road Agent’s Report
2009
The Dorchester Highway Department is committed first and
foremost to maintaining town roads at a level that will allow
residents and visitors alike to travel safely and efficiently
whether it is to work, school, shopping or just enjoying the
beauty that Dorchester’s back roads have to offer. Secondly,
we are dedicated to providing the best quality product for our
hard earned tax dollars. Although, there never seems to be
enough hours in a day nor enough money to complete all of
the much needed road projects, it is this time of the year,
between the next snow storm and the onset of “‘mud” season

to reflect on just what we have been able to accomplish.

It has long been the goal of the Highway Department to
complete as much work as possible “in house”. Both money
and time are saved when equipment and material are available
in town. To accomplish this, Highway Block Grant Funds
were used to purchase a 1968 Huber Grader 140D equipped

with a “snow” wing. This has allowed the highway
department to “grade”, ditch, and maintain gravel roads as
necessary; as well as winter snow wing back. This should
extend the service life of our “aging” primary plow truck.
Historically, winter and summer, our maintenance schedule
has been dependent upon such factors as the availability of
contracted equipment and operators; as well as the primary
consideration, WEATHER!

With constant increases in the

cost of petroleum products, paving has become increasingly
impractical as a cost to benefit option where road surfaces are
concerned. Roadsides were mowed with contracted
equipment using “in-house” labor. Considerable time was
Spent repairing and painting guardrails in several locations
around town.

AG

Six (6) sets of culverts were replaced and guardrail installed
along the summer maintained portion of the Old North
Dorchester Road. Although not maintained for winter travel,
there have been increased demands for more regular
maintenance as traffic has increased during summer months.
Popular as a “short cut” for those over north that need to
travel south and vice versus; it is also one of the most
beautiful stretches of road in Dorchester, with its beautiful

stone walls and old growth forests on either side; culminating
or beginning at the historic Dorchester Common.
Rapidly deteriorating Thayer Hill, once paved, is plagued
with broken pavement, deep “pot holes”, and collapsed or
undersized culverts. The ability to plow Thayer Hill this
winter was in serious doubt. Without jeopardizing possible
grant funds, 600’ of pavement was removed and with
improved ditching we have been able to plow to the top of
Thayer Hill for one more year. Safety and maintenance
considerations, primarily addressing the physical
characteristics of this stretch, will likely require eventual
repaving.
The long suffering residents of Cheever Road have enjoyed
some relief from their concerns due to the grinding and
reclamation of 3,025 feet of Cheever Road. Though, not a
total cure, it is a step in the right direction. The drainage and
paving portion of this project is included in pending grant
applications.

In the past, Province Road has been one of the last “summer”
roads opened to regular traffic. Due to its shaded nature,
thawing and drying of the surface takes considerably longer
than other roads. In an effort to get increased sun and air flow
to the road surface, Gordon Coursey generously offered to cut
and remove the brush and trees from both sides of the summer
maintained portion of Province Road at no cost to the town.

aly

In an effort to substantially improve the cul-de-sac at the end
of Cross Road, which serves as the turn-around for town
equipment, a large area was ditched, culverts replaced, and
material added.

FEMA money was secured for two projects related to the
August 6, 2008 flood event. Permanent repairs to the
shoulders of Walker Hill, and drainage and surface repairs to
Bickford Woods Road were completed. (As of 12/31/09 funds
applied for had not been received; these funds have since been
received)

At the direction of the Board of Selectmen, Highway
Department personnel and equipment were assigned to clean
up tax deeded property in the fall. Although necessary
immediate road concerns were addressed, regular
maintenance activities were interrupted for approximately
three weeks to accomplish this directive.
Although frustrating and unpopular to have to take a “hands
off’ approach to general repairs on roads where grant requests
are pending, the end product may be better and more cost
effective for the taxpayers. Another long term benefit,
highlighted while applying for grants, was the importance of
maintaining accurate road maintenance records. Files have
been created for each town road where material, equipment
and labor records will be kept. Pre-trip sheets for each piece
of equipment are completed by the operator before starting a
job; the condition of the equipment and fuel consumption is
documented. Copies of the pre-trip sheets are turned in with
the bi-weekly time sheet. A monthly report documenting fuel
consumption is place on file.
Concerns regarding safety and security at the town Highway
Yard have been expressed and continue to be addressed.
Electrical upgrades are in the planning stage for 2010.
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Plans for the ensuing year include bridge rail and guardrail
improvement, increased surface and ditch maintenance, and

continued (non grant related) culvert replacement.
Grants have been submitted for the following roads:
=> Cheever Road
= North Dorchester Road from the Wentworth
town line to the top of Thayer Hill
=> Province Road
Specific questions, in regard to the individual projects
addressed by these grant applications, should be directed to
the Board of Selectmen.
Contention relative to authority and obligation has made for
an interesting year. In these difficult economic times, it is no
surprise that we must all strive to maximize the use of public
funds, I am confident that all parties involved have the best
interest of the town at heart.

For those of you who do not live on town maintained roads, I
invite you to travel, view and comment, positive or negative,
on the work of the Dorchester Highway Department. If you
have an urgent road related concern, please call the Highway
Garage and leave a message (786-2385), I will return your
call as soon as I am able.

Respectfully submitted,
George C. Conkey, II
Road Agent
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DORCHESTER
PLANNING BOARD 2009
Despite a faltering economy and lack luster home sales, the
Dorchester Planning Board has been extremely active during
2009. Four subdivisions were approved, the Dorchester
Floodplain Management Ordinance was approved by the
voters in March, the Driveway permitting process was revised
and Subdivision definitions were revised and clarified and are
in the process of being reviewed by Upper Valley Lake
Sunapee Regional Planning Commission (U.V.L.S.R.P.C.).
During January and February, Public Hearings were held on
Dorchester’s Floodplain Management Ordinance in
preparation for the March public vote. Flood Insurance Rate
Maps for Grafton County, indicating areas determined by
FEMA to pose the greatest flood danger were reviewed by the
Planning Board. U.V.L.S.R.P.C. added those flood prone
areas to Dorchester’s Hazard Mitigation map which is
available for viewing at the Town Office; smaller versions are
available from the Planning Board upon request. Planning
Board member, Patricia Franz spent all day at the polls
explaining and answering questions about the Floodplain
Management Ordinance. The Planning Board’s efforts were
rewarded when Dorchester’s Floodplain Management
Ordinance was overwhelmingly approved by the voters on

March 10" (104 approved ~ 31 opposed). The ordinance was
certified by the Town Clerk, approved by the State of New
Hampshire’s Office of Floodplain Management and
Dorchester’s application to join the National Flood Insurance
Program was accepted on July 15, 2009, making Dorchester
residents eligible to purchase flood insurance. In April,
following a Public Hearing, Flood Hazard Area Standards
were adopted as an addendum to Dorchester’s Subdivision
and Site Plan Regulations.
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Following the March election, the Planning Board welcomed
William Trought to the Board, and Arthur Burdette moved
into the position of Selectmen’s Representative. Bill Trought
offered to fill the long vacant position as Dorchester’s
representative on the Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional
Planning Commission. Michael Howe was re-elected as
Chairman and Patricia Franz was elected as Vice Chairman.
Dorchester was well represented at the Annual Fall Planning
& Zoning Conference sponsored by the Office of Energy and
Planning with Arthur Burdette, William Trought, Patricia
Franz and Linda Landry participating in a variety of
informative workshops.
The first of four minor subdivisions was reviewed by the
Planning Board in May. The proposed subdivision of Lots
#12-617.1 and #12-617.2, Daniel and Linda Lindberg, owners
of record and located on River Road, called for the combining

of two (2) lots into one; then subdividing the combined lot
into three (3) lots. After the initial review it was determined
that two of the proposed lots did not meet requirement IVA
2b 3 of Dorchester’s Land Use Regulations. “No lot shall
hereafter be created which shall have a depth more than
four times its road frontage, unless such lot shall have an
overall area in excess of 15 acres.” Two of the proposed lots
were lacking + 10 feet of road frontage. An Area Variance
would need to be granted by the Board of Adjustment, before
the Planning Board could act upon the proposed subdivision.
The Area Variance was granted by the Board of Adjustment
in June and the Subdivision approved by the Planning Board
in July.
|

The second minor subdivision proposal called for the
subdivision of Lot #7-380.1, Nancy Jolicoeur, owner of
record and located at the corner of NH Route 118 and Streeter

Woods Road, into two (2) lots. Following a Public Hearing
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on September 9", approval was granted. That same evening
the preliminary review of a proposed three (3) lot minor
subdivision of Lot # 16-914, Arthur and Shirley Southland,
owners of record, located on Province Road, was held. A

Public Hearing on the proposed subdivision was held on
October 14" and approved.
The final subdivision of 2009 called for a two (2) lot
subdivision of Lot #15-931 belonging to Velma Adams and
John Q. Adams, Jr. located on NH Route 118. The
subdivision was approved following a Public Hearing on

November 11".
Although subdivisions take a great deal of research and
examination by the Planning Board, it has had the privilege of
working with three highly qualified land surveyors, who have
taken the time to become familiar with Dorchester’s
Subdivision Regulations to insure that all of the requirement
have been met. Their presentations are detailed and
informative making the process of subdivision smooth not
only for their clients but the Planning Board as well. The
Dorchester Planning Board wish to thank, Scott Sanborn of
Cardigan Mountain Land Surveys, Kevin French of French
Land Services and John March of Mountain Mapping for
providing a “model” of what a subdivision should be. This
approach benefits their clients and provides a much needed
increase in the tax base for the Town of Dorchester.
In October, the Planning Board adopted a two-step permitting
process for driveways; recommended by the Board of
Selectmen as permit officers for the town. Under this new
process:
1) Applicants would complete an Application to
Construct, Alter, Repair or Relocate a driveway in
order to obtain access to an existing town road.

aa

2) Upon receipt of the Application, the Permit Officers
and Road Agent would visit the site, and if the
location meets with Drive Regulations, a “Permit to
Construct” would be issued; valid for one year from

the date issued.
3) Upon completion of the construction phase, the
applicant would notify the Permit Office. The Permit
Officers and Road Agent would inspect the
completed driveway to determine if the requirements
of the Driveway Regulations have been met. If so,
the final permit, a “Permit to Operate” would be
issued.
The Planning Board has worked throughout the year
reviewing, clarifying revising and correcting the definitions in
Section 2 of Dorchester’s Subdivision Regulations. At this
time.a draft of those revisions are in the capable hands of the
Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission
for review and recommendations. A Public Hearing on those
revisions will take place in 2010.

In 2010, the Dorchester Planning Board will be directing its
attention to updating Dorchester’s Master Plan. The Board
will be looking for input from the residents of Dorchester as
to the direction they think Dorchester should take. Our “old”
Master Plan has served us well, but is long over due for a
review.

The Planning Board continues to meet at the Town Office on
the second Wednesday of each month; the public is always
welcome. If you have any questions, do not hesitate to
contact the Secretary at 523-7119 or by email at
townofdorchester@earthlink.net.

Respectfully submitted,
Dorchester Planning Board
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Animal Control Officer’s Report
As I look back at 2009, it was a quiet, yet productive year, for
the Town of Dorchester regarding my role as the ACO. First,
I would like to commend the residents of Dorchester for their
role in being responsible animal owners. During the month of
April, when dog licensing is due, I had a small number of
owners not in compliance. Upon investigation, the number
went to zero due to people having moved or lost the
companionship of a trusted “friend” after many years. Taking
care of one more thing during the month of April can often be
a challenge, but one that you all have stepped up to, accepted
and accomplished. Thank you!!!!
In September 2009, Dorchester’s Animal Control Procedure
Policy was adopted and put in place. Under the direction of
the Dorchester Selectmen, I, as ACO, have been given clear

guidelines as to how to complete my duties. This policy
clearly outlines my responsibilities, a procedure for licensing
and fees, custody and impoundment, definitions of dogs at
large, a menace, nuisance or vicious, and a structured penalty

system for all incidents which is both fair and just. This policy
protects the townspeople in all areas associated with my role.
With clear definitions and direction, all parties involved will
be treated with fairness and allow me to perform my duties to
the best of my ability.
As tough economic times continue, it seems that everyone has
been touch by this challenge in one way or another. I
understand that caring for animals can be a financial burden
and yet choosing to “give up” a treasured family pet can tear
families apart. I have assisted many people in keeping their
pets and can offer many areas of assistance to others if need
be. Please do not hesitate to call me if you have a question or
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need advice, because you never know what is available until
you ask.
I have thoroughly enjoyed performing my duties as ACO.
Thank you for allowing me to do so and remember I am here
for you, the residents of Dorchester.

Respectfully Submitted,

Cackie Hebert
ACO Town of Dorchester

603-523-7803

cookienh@aol.com
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DORCHESTER HISTORIC DISTRICT
COMMISSION
2009 ANNUAL REPORT
The Dorchester Historic District Commission met frequently during
this past year, dealing with a variety of issues. Only one
Application for Certification of Approval, submitted by the
Selectmen for the replacement of the Town Hall doors on the front
of the building, was presented to the Commission. As noted in last
year’s report by the Commission, doors which earlier had been
constructed for the Hall were deemed unsatisfactory by the
Selectmen as well as by Commission members. The present doors,
completed by Al Posnanski, a master woodworker based in Canaan,
NH with over thirty years of experience, were expertly constructed
and deemed more than satisfactory. The members of the
Commission wish to thank the Selectmen for following through on
having replacement doors constructed that are beautifully crafted
and suitable to the historical period of the Town Hall.

Another item under discussion and put to a vote was the request
made by the Dorchester Board of Selectmen to selectively cut trees
around and near the District as a means to protect town buildings
from the danger of storm-damaged falling trees. After viewing the
trees in question and stipulating that certain trees not be removed
due to their not being a hazard but being of aesthetic value, the
Commission agreed to allow the Selectmen to proceed.
The topic of discussion and debate utilizing most of the
Commission members’ time was that of updating the ordinance and
regulations and taking steps to facilitate making information more
available to the public. To that end, members reviewed and
discussed possible changes that would improve the document,
forwarding those suggestions to the Upper Valley Lake Sunapee
Regional Planning Commission for their review; consulted with
Mr. Scott Sanborn, of Cardigan Mountain Land Surveys, who
offered his assistance in determining the central point of the
District; researched the deeds of abutters Mary Ellen Kahn and of
the Dorchester Community Church to find further information

SW

regarding the boundaries and center of the District; researched also

the establishment of the District Commission and of the Heritage
Commission; discussed information regarding term limits and their
repeal by the NH state legislature in 1981; created a notebook
containing minutes of DHDC meetings, made it accessible to
residents and took steps to ensure that future minutes not be
misplaced in the town office; discussed the purchase of a plaque by
the town to indicate the center of the District once said center is
established. The Commission will continue its work on the
clarification of the regulations during 2010. All meetings are open
to the public and we urge interested residents to attend and to
express their interest in the Commission.
Respectfully submitted,
Patricia E. Franz, Chairman
Dorchester Historic District Commission
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Upper Valley Lake Sunapee
Regional Planning Commission
The Commission is one of nine regional planning commission
in New Hampshire created to coordinate all aspects of
planning, act as a liaison between local and state/federal
agencies and provide advisory technical assistance on land
use issues. We serve 27 communities from Piermont to
Charleston along the Connecticut River and from Wilmot to
Washington to the east.

Over the past year the Commission has expended a significant
amount of energy increasing visibility, public relations and
identifying the needs of the communities, ultimately aimed at
building stability and capacity in order to better address land
use issues that are important to the long-term sustainability of
the communities within the region.
Revenue for the Commission was $721,630.58 for FY09. A

large percentage of this funding comes from the Unified
Planning Work Program utilizing Federal Highway
Administration funding through the NH Department of
Transportation. Other state and federal funding sources
include the NH Department of Environmental Services, the
NH Department of Safety - Homeland Security and
Emergency Management, and the Office of Energy and
Planning. Member communities and counties provide
membership dues. In FY2009 this allowed the Commission to
leverage approximately $350,000 in state and federal funds,
and provided with the Commission with just over 15% of its
revenue.
The Commission consists of representatives appointed by the
leadership of each member municipality or county. These
Commissioners represent your community’s interests in the
work the Commission does. The Commission had ten new
Commissioners appointed by various municipalities and
_59-

counties expanding resources and expertise within its
leadership and demonstrating considerable renewed interest in
regional collaboration. Additionally, Grafton County became
a member of the Commission this year.
Some of this year’s highlights include initiating Grafton
County Coordination Summit which led to Regional
Coordinating Councils for transit in Grafton modeled after the
Sullivan County RCC which the Commission has shepherded
for 3 years. We also developed a program for solid waste
transportation management planning assistance for Sullivan
County through USDA Solid Waste funding. In addition we
secured funding and have begun work on developing a site for
an Intermodal facility within the Upper Valley and completed
four Natural Resource Inventories, three Master Plan sections

and numerous reviews of zoning ordinances and local land
use policies.

The Commission provides a significant amount of hours of
technical assistance to communities that inquire about specific
local issues, data requests or needed resources. The
communities of Claremont, Charlestown, Dorchester, Enfield,
Goshen, Hanover, Lempster, Lyme, Orford, Plainfield, New

London, Springfield, Sunapee, Washington and Wilmot all
took advantage of these services this past year.
The Commission was engaged in over 45 projects within the
region this year and has increased its capacity to serve the
communities of the region.
We have already begun work on many new initiatives in the
region and thank you for your continued support.
Respectfully submitted,

2LLLC £
n ual Report
In 2009 the District continued its efforts to promote waste
reduction, increase recycling, and decrease the toxicity of our
waste stream. The District met five times during the year and
wide array of subject matter was discussed and disseminated.
Items of significant interest this past year included recycling
markets, new storm water permitting regulations, the NCES
landfill in Bethlehem,

and the household

hazardous

waste

program.

Since bottoming out in late 2008 and early 2009, the markets
for recyclables have vastly improved and are at or very near
historical averages. When selling your recyclable materials, |
members are strongly encouraged to call multiple brokers as
prices can vary between brokers. Even small differences can
add up to significant dollars over the course of a year.
Brokers also can offer a wide array of collection options
(single-stream, co-mingled, split loads, etc) to best suit your
recycling facility. What works for one town may not work for
another,

but no matter the circumstances,

there are many

possibilities for member towns to incorporate to decrease
waste and increase recycling efforts. The District is fortunate
to have some of the best municipal recycling programs in the
State

as part of its member

base,

as

well

as having

a

knowledgeable and innovative group of facility operators and
committee
representatives
available
for support
and
assistance. If your town has questions, issues, or concerns
you would like to address, please be sure to use the resources
you have available. Towns should keep in mind that New
Hampshire the Beautiful offers grants to NH communities to
help with the purchase of recycling equipment. Grants may
total up to one-half of the purchase price of such things as
balers, roll-off containers, collections bins, or other equipment

that will assist a town in achieving a higher diversion rate.
fit

More information on the grant program
www.nhthebeautiful.org.

is available

at

The District’s household hazardous waste program once again
allowed residents the opportunity to properly dispose of their
unwanted or outdated hazardous household products. Over
200 residents came to one or more of the three collection
events held this past summer. A number of recycling centers
were also able to dispose of the household hazardous waste
that they had accumulated in the past year.
The net

expenditure for the 2009 program was $17,500.

This was a

reduction of nearly $9,500 from the 2008 program.
The
District plans to hold two collection events in 2010. They
will be held in Littleton and Plymouth. Dates have not yet
been set but tentative plans are to hold the collections in
August and September. Check with your recycling center
later in the year for the exact dates.
As always, citizens interested in participating in the
development of the District’s programs are welcome to attend
the District’s meetings. Information regarding the place and
time of the meetings is available at all municipal offices and
recycling centers.

Respectively Submitted,
Robert Berti, Chairman
Pemi-Baker Solid Waste District

Report to the People of District One

By
Ray Burton, Councilor District One

2009 was indeed the yea of American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA)/Stimulus Funds in New
Hampshire!
As of November 4, 2009, $579,305,870.00 had been allocated

in New Hampshire in nine areas; Business/community;
education; employment; energy; health; housing; safety;
technology and transportation. Of that $181,463,876.00 went
to Council District One towns and cities and the counties of
Belknap, Carroll, Coos, Grafton and Sullivan.

The ARRA money has enabled local, state and county
government to work on projects that have been in process and
planning for years. For a complete listing of these projects go
to: www.ed.state.nh.us/education/recoverty/indes.htm or

write to my office.
Governor Lynch has now submitted the New Hampshire
Transportation Plan to the New Hampshire House and Senate.
Highways/bridges, rail, aviation and public projects are
among the proposed recommendations. Contact your local
State Senator and Legislator for details about what projects
you believe to be key ones for your region.
As Councilor, I do not see new revenues being raised in New
Hampshire State Government. With the decline in existing
revenues leading to cut backs in services, only time will
determine what the law making branch has in mind for new
dollars. Keep in close touch with your local State Senator and
Legislator to make sure costs are NOT passed on to county
and local government.

36%

The Governor and Council are required by law to fill dozens
of boards and commissions with volunteers. If you are
interested in serving, please send a letter of interest and your
resume to Governor John Lynch, Attention:

Jennifer Kuzma,

Appointment Liaison, State House, 107 North Main Street,
Concord, NH 03301. For the current list of what possible
appointments might be coming up go to:
http://www.sos.nh.gov/redbook/index.htm.

There is a constant flow of informational items available at
my office: tourist maps, consumer handbooks and the New
Hampshire Constitution. Each Monday I send, via e-mail, the
schedule of my weekly meetings and other information. Send
me your e-mail to be added to the list at rburton@nh.goy or
find the schedule of my State House web page at:
http://www.nh.gov/council/district1/schedules.

Contact my office anytime I can be of help.
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Report of Forest Fire Warden and
State Forest Ranger
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State

of New Hampshire Division of Forests & Lands work
collaboratively to reduce the risk and frequency of wildland
fires in New Hampshire. To help us assist you, please contact
you local Forest Fire Warden or Fire Department to determine
if a permit is required before doing ANY outside burning.
Under State law (RSA 227-L:17) a fire permit is required for
all outside burning unless the ground is completely covered
with snow. The New Hampshire Department of
Environmental Services also prohibits the open burning of
household waste. Citizens are encouraged to contact the local
fire department or DES at 1-800-498-6868 or
www.des.state.nh.us for more information. Safe open
burning requires diligence and responsibility. Help us to
protect New Hampshire’s forest resources. For more
information please contact the Division of Forest & Lands at
(603) 271-2214, or online at www.nhdfl.org .
Spring fire season was unusually short this past year, with wet
weather beginning the third week in April and lasting
virtually all summer long. Consequently both the number of
fires and the number of acres burned were below the last five
year average. Due to state budget constraints, the staffing of
our statewide system of 16 fire lookout towers was limited to
class HI or higher fire danger days. Despite the reduction in
the number of days staffed, our fire lookout towers are
credited with keeping most fires small and saving several
structures this season due to their quick and accurate spotting
capabilities. The towers fire spotting capability was
supplemented this year by contracted aircraft and the Civil Air
Patrol when fire danger was especially high. Surprisingly, the
largest single fire this year occurred in late November during
an unusual dry spell, in the northern Coos County town of

Ae

Clarksville. This fire burned 17.1 acres and is presumed to
have been caused by a careless hunter. Many homes in New
Hampshire are located in the wildland urban interface, which
is the area where homes and flammable wildland fuels

intermix. Several of the fires during the 2009 season
threatened structures, a constant reminder that forest fires
burn more than just trees. Homeowners should take measures
to prevent wildland fire from spreading to their home.
Precautions include keeping your roof and gutters clear of
leaves and pine needles, and maintaining adequate green
space around your home free of flammable materials.
Additional information and homeowner recommendations are
available at www.firewise.org. Please help Smokey Bear,
your local fire department and the state’s Forest Rangers by
being fire wise and fire safe!
2009 FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires reported as of December 3, 2009)
(figures do not include fires under the jurisdiction of the White Mountain National Forest)

Count
Belknap
Carroll

y

[Acres
| #of Fires _|

Coos
Grafton

42

94
[Merrimack
| ||
45
Sullivan

@ Acres
@ # of Fires

CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED
Arson

Total Fires
334
455
437
500
546

+

Debris
Campfire
Children
Smoking

Railroad
Equipment
Lightning
Misc.*

Total Acres
173
175
212
473
174

91 (*Misc.: power lines, fireworks, electric fences, etc.)
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT WILDLAND FIRE
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MASCOMA VALLEY HEALTH
INITIATIVE
Representative on the Board of Directors
Betty Ann Trought ~ Dorchester
The Mascoma Valley Health Initiative (MVHI) is a nonprofit
public health agency serving the 13 towns of the New
Hampshire Upper Valley public health region, including the
Town of Dorchester.
e Agency Description: MVHI’s mission is to protect and
promote the health of the residents of the Upper Valley by
delivering the ten essential services of public health through
programs, assessment, research, education, planning and
prevention. MVHI provides regional leadership of public
health initiatives, mobilizing private, municipal, state and

federal resources for the benefit of our community.

MVHI is a rural public health organization, strongly focused
on serving our rural communities. We were established in
2001 by a grassroots coalition of public health advocates in
the Mascoma Valley, funded by the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation. In the ensuing years we have grown to serve the
entire Upper Valley region, supported through a combination
of private foundation funding, community-based
philanthropy, and state, municipal and federal grants. We
remain true to our rural roots through the commitment of our
Board of Directors to this component of our bylaws: “MVHI
will honor its origin as a rural public health coalition by
maintaining a focus on the health needs of the residents of the
smaller and/or less populated towns of the region.”
e Need: Residents have characterized the Upper Valley as a
region of harshly disparate “haves” and “have nots”, and the
indicators of this show no more starkly than in our health and
behavioral health disparities. Many of our rural residents who

A

have health and mental health needs live quite far from towns
that are rich in resources that are not allocated efficiently or
equitably, leaving our population with unmet rural health
needs. It is our mission to address these unmet needs through
our programs and outreach.

MVHI is the organization that gives voice to the health
concerns of our rural residents and communities. Our
community-based participatory approach is an effective way
to bring our rural people to the table to plan for an improved
health future that we equitably share. Incorporation of
community involvement, community decision-making and
individual and community voice is a guiding principle of all
of our projects. We convene key partners to actively seek out
and listen to these voices, incorporating their feedback and
perspectives into our work.
MVHI serves a region that includes medically underserved
populations and health professional shortage areas. We face
significant disparities in many areas. For example, our
children have higher rates of untreated dental decay,

compared to the New Hampshire statewide average. We have
nearly twice the rate of maternal smoking during pregnancy,
higher rates of teen pregnancy, later initiation of prenatal care,
and higher rates of accidental death and injuries.
Our rates of drug and alcohol addiction are higher than
national averages, and the rate of binge drinking among adults
is higher than the state average. But it is the risk behavior of
our youth that may be of highest concern: Towns in our
region are doing worse than the state overall on almost
every indicator of youth risk. More than three quarters of
our high school youth feel that they have easy access to
alcoholic beverages, and have had at least one drink of
alcohol. About a quarter of high school students had their
first drink before age 13. Nearly a third of our high school
students have engaged in binge drinking. Our youth are
exposed to alcohol, tobacco and other drugs earlier than youth
-68-

in New Hampshire overall: 69 percent more likely to smoke
their first whole cigarette, 49 percent more likely to have their
first drink of alcohol, and 90 percent more likely to use
marijuana for the first time before age 13, compared to the
rest of our state. High school students in some of our schools
are much more likely to use drugs including cocaine,
inhalants, heroin and methamphetamines, compared to
students statewide: Heroin use is 80 percent more prevalent,
methamphetamine use is 74 percent more common, and
students are 79 percent more likely to use needles to inject an
illegal drug.
e Programs: MVHI is very active in health promotion and
prevention programs in schools. Our programs have included
leadership of the All Health Hazards Region emergency
response planning effort for several years, and we have
conducted public health assessments of access to primary care
and transportation. We operated a highly successful program
to prevent youth suicide, the Frameworks Youth Suicide
Prevention Project, which we are looking to revitalize in the
coming year. We have hosted the Mascoma Valley and
Upper Valley Tobacco Coalitions, to focus on the serious
problem of tobacco prevention among our youth.

MVHI is currently the New Hampshire Immunization
Program Regional site for the Upper Valley, conducting
programs to immunize our residents to prevent seasonal and
H1N1 flu. We are responsible for the organization of schoolbased HIN] clinics throughout our region. We are the
Strategic Prevention Framework site for the Upper Valley
sub-region, responsible for youth coalition-building using a
youth empowerment model, to conduct social media and
social marketing campaigns to reduce under age alcohol use.
e Other Support: MVHI receives funding through the
New Hampshire Department of Health and Human Services
for our work as the New Hampshire Immunization Program
Regional site. We also have funding from the U.S. Substance
-69-

Abuse and Metal Health Services Administration for our
youth alcohol prevention projects. The New Hampshire
Charitable Foundation supports our development and
philanthropy program. Alice Peck Day Memorial Hospital
has provided funding for oral health education. DartmouthHitchcock Medical Center and Children’s Hospital at
Dartmouth have supported our work in childhood obesity and
oral health education. These, like most grants, support
specific programs. In order to continue providing programs
and services in Dorchester, it is essential that MVHI secure

unrestricted funds to support operating expenses and missionrelated projects not covered by other grant funding. Your
contribution sustains us to develop new approaches to
encouraging healthy choices, delivering outreach, information
and community health education, and building coalitions to
engage the community in solving our public health problems.
Contact Information:
Susan Houghton, Executive Director
P.O. Box 102
1192 Route 4 E-5 Main Street
Canaan, NH

03741

Email:

susan.houghton@mvhi.org

Phone:

(603) 523-7100

FAX:
(603) 523-7113
Website: www.MVHI.org
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Your Public Health Initiative

TRI-COUNTY COMMUNITY
ACTION PROGRAM INC.
CAP Community Contact Office
258 Highland Street

Plymouth, NH 03264
Phone:

536-8222

~ FAX:

536-4742

Tri-County Community Action Program is a private, nonprofit agency that provides a Community Contact Division
that provides Fuel Assistance, Weatherization, Homeless
Funds (Rental, energy assistance, furnace cleanings), and
State-Wide Electric Assistance Program. Community Contact
provides these and other necessary services for the less
fortunate citizens in your town and surrounding vicinities.

_the following is a report of services provided in fiscal year2008-2009:
| Services Provided:
.

*

Homeless Funds (Rental, energy assistance, furnace clngs)
State-Wide Electric Assistance Program
>

.

H

Dollar Amount

t

.

8
=)

3

.

&
S

$26,953.00 _
$2,475.00
$0.00
$6,110.00
.

THROUGH THE EFFORTS OF
TRI-COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION, THE
CITIZENS OF DORCHESTER HAVE
RECEIVED A TOTAL OF

$35,538.00
between July 1, 2008 and June 30, 2009

This represents an increase of $12,587.00
from the previous year.
fs qe
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GRAFTON COUNTY SENIOR

CITIZENS COUNCIL, INC.
ANNUAL REPORT 2009
Grafton County Senior Citizens Council, Inc. is a private

nonprofit organization that provides programs and services to
support the health and well being of our communities’ older
citizens. The Council’s programs enable elderly individuals
to remain independent in their own homes and communities
for as long as possible.

The Council operates eight senior centers in Plymouth,
Littleton, Canaan, Lebanon, Bristol, Orford, Haverhill and

Lincoln; operates adult in-home care from offices in Lebanon
and Haverhill; and sponsors the Grafton County ServiceLink
Resource Center and RSVP and the Volunteer Center.
Through the centers, ServiceLink and RSVP, older adults and
their families take part in a range of community-based long
term services including home delivered meals, community
dining programs, transportation, counseling, elder care,
chore/home repair services, recreational and educational
programs, and volunteer opportunities
During 2009, 24 older residents of Dorchester were served by
one or more of the Council’s programs offered through the
Plymouth Regional Senior Center or the Mascoma Area
Senior Center, adult in-home care or ServiceLink:
e Older adults from Dorchester enjoyed 230 balanced

e
e

meals in the company of friends in the center’s dining
room.
They received 35 hot, nourishing meals delivered to
their homes by caring volunteers.
They benefited from one-on-one assistance in their
home through 254.5 hours of adult in-home care.
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They received assistance with problems, crises or
issues of long-term care through 44 visits with a
trained outreach worker and 33 contacts with
ServiceLink.
Dorchester’s citizens also volunteered to put their
talents and skills to work for a better community
through 294.5 hours of volunteer service.

The cost to provide Council services for Dorchester
Residents in 2009 was $10,724.88.

Such services can be critical to elderly individuals who
want to remain in their own homes and out of institutional
care in spite of chronic health problems and increasing
physical frailty, saving tax dollars that would otherwise be
expended for nursing home care. They also contribute to
a higher quality of life for our older friends and neighbors.
As our population grows older, supportive services such
as those offered by the council become even for critical.

Grafton County Senior Citizens Council very much
appreciates Dorchester’s support for our programs that
enhance the independence and dignity of older citizens
and enable them to meet the challenges of aging in the
security and comfort of their own communities and
homes.
Roberta Berner, Executive Director

Mascoma Area Senior Center
(Canaan §23-4333)
Plymouth Regional Senior Center
(Plymouth 536-1204)
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VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION &

HOSPICE OF VT AND NH
Home Healthcare, Hospice and Maternal
Child Health Services in the Town of
Dorchester
The VNA & Hospice is a compassionate, non-profit healthcare
organization committed to providing the highest quality home
healthcare and hospice support services to individuals and their
families. By keeping Dorchester residents out of emergency rooms
and hospitals, and reducing the need for relocation to nursing
homes, our care offers significant savings in the town’s emergency
services and other medical expenses.
VNA & Hospice clients are of all ages and at all stages in life.
Services are provided to all in need regardless of ability to pay.
Between July !, 2008 and June 30, 2009, the VNA & Hospice
made 89 homecare visits to Dorchester residents.
Services included:
Home HealthCare: home visits to residents with short-term medical

or physical needs
Long-term Care: home visits to residents with chronic medical
problems who needed extended care in their home to avoid
admission to a nursing home.
Hospice Services:

home visits to residents who were in the final

stages of their lives.
Maternal and Child Health Services:

home visits to residents for

well baby, preventative and high-tech medical care.
Additionally, residents made visits to VNA & Hospice community
clinics for foot care, blood pressure screenings, cholesterol testing
and flu shots.
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Dorchester’s annual appropriation helps the VNA & Hospice meet
the demand for quality home healthcare, and to ensure that all who
qualify for services will always be able to receive them. On behalf
of the people we serve, we thank you for your continued support.
Sincerely,

parmnll IO
fag
Alin
Jeanne McLaughlin, President (1-888-300-8853)

Sincerely,
Jeanne McLaughlin,
President
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New Hampshire Municipal
Association
The New Hampshire Municipal Association (NHMA) was
formed by local officials in 1941 to represent policy concerns
of municipalities before the state legislature. During the last
68 years, NHMA has evolved into a comprehensive service
and action arm of local governments throughout New
Hampshire. Today NHMA responds to hundreds of legal,
government affairs and human resource inquiries each year.
NHMaA also provides significant training opportunities for
local officials and employees. The spring Local Officials
WorkshoOs, the fall Budget and Finance Workshops, the
Welfare Administrators Workshop, the annual Moderators
Workshop and the Municipal Law Lecture Series are just a
few of our very popular annual programs. Staff also offers
training tailored to a specific community or regional need.

NHMA membership also allows a local government unit to
participate in the pooled risk management programs for health
and employee benefits, property-liability and workers’
compensation coverage. More than 70,000 local employees
and dependents receive benefits through us, and more than

400 local governments participate in our programs.

As one of 49 State municipal leagues in the United States that
network through the National League of Cities, NHMA
members are represented in Washington, where NLC staff

lobby on behalf of local governments nationwide. NLC also
provides regular updates about issues of interest to local
government which NHMA can share with its members.
NHMaA is governed by a group of 31 municipal officials
comprising the Municipal Advocacy Committee (MAC). The
members of MAC are elected annually during the NHMA
Annual Meeting held at the New Hampshire Local
Government Center Annual Conference. MAC meets
716.

monthly during the legislative session to guide staff in
advocacy activities at the State House, and is responsible for
the adoption and oversight of the NHMA
Efforts to address the on-going state budget shortfall will
continue in the 2010 legislative session and we must remain
vigilant to ensure that additional burdens are not downshifted
to the property tax. Also, we must be sure that municipalities
are always represented in any venue where issues affecting
local government are discussed.
It is critical that municipalities “stick together” in advocating
for important changes in stature that will benefit local
government and in advocating against those issues that will
have a detrimental impact on the operation of municipal
government. NHMA’s mission to work with cities and
towns, assisting in presenting a unified, single-message
position to the legislature, helps to keep the voice of local
government strong. Particularly in these difficult economic
times, “banding together” has a higher likelihood of success
than “going it alone.”
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University of New Hampshire
Cooperative Extension
ANNUAL REPORT 2009
University of New Hampshire Cooperative Extension has been grateful for
the support of Grafton County citizens, communities, County
Commissioners and the County Delegation in continuing our mission to
provide New Hampshire citizens with research-based education and
information, to enhance their ability to make informed decisions that
strengthen youth, families and communities sustain natural resources, and

improve the economy.
Staff members Deborah Maes, Family and Consumer Resources, Arianne
Fosdick, Volunteer Management Program Assistant, Robin Peters,
Nutrition Connections, Kathleen Jablonski, 4-H Youth Development,
Donna Lee, Teresa Locke and Kristina Vaughan, Administrative
Assistants, were joined in November, 2008 by new staff member David
Falkenham, Forestry Resources Educator, and in March 2009 by Heather

Bryant, Agricultural Resources Educator. The new Educators have
actively stepped into their roles to provide educational programming for
the citizens of Grafton County and New Hampshire.
Over the past year, the Agricultural Resources program focused on
commercial growers and outreach to the growing number of home
gardeners in the County, including a large quality of site visits in response
to the outbreak of Late Blight. Meetings were held on organic vegetable
production and tree fruit integrated pest management. The office was a
host site for growers to participate in a series of webinars on strawberr7y
production. A six part gardening workshop series was hosted at the
County Complex and a local greenhouse. Upon request of a Haverhill
Cooperative Middle School teacher, the Volunteer Management Program
Assistant, the County Forester and the Agricultural Resources Educator
collaborated on a “Wild Edibles” program which they presented to four
different classes.

The Family and Consumer Resources program certified thirty-nine food
service workers (90%) who attended SERVSAFE

classes and passed the

national certification program. Other food service workers around the
County attended a two-hour food safety program held in a number of
locations.
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A two hour session entitled Managing Money in Tough Times was offered
in four locations around the County, reaching over sixty residents. In
addition, financial education information was shared with local libraries,

County employees, local media outlets, and was incorporated into
educational displays.
The City of Lebanon, working with UNHCE staff, held two city-wide
informational meetings to provide public input as they worked on updating
their Master Plan.

Highlights of the work done in the Forestry Resources program included;
conducting thirty-five site visits with private landowners discussing the
health and wise stewardship of over eight thousand acres of private land.
These visits simultaneously support New Hampshire’s private landowner
base, the forest products industry, and NH licensed consulting foresters.
Six natural resource education programs were organized in collaboration
with other agencies attracting over two hundred attendees. Topics ranged
from selling timber and wildlife management to Current Use education.
The extension Forestry program has continued to provide educational
programs and woodlot management advice to private landowners, forestry
professionals, municipal officials and the County Farm Advisory
Committee.
4-H Youth Development programs continue to support the ninety-six
volunteer leaders and over two hundred fifty youth in Grafton County.
Eighteen county-wide 4H events were held with support from volunteer
committees and judges. Grafton County was fortunate to have two
National 4-H award winners:

Alexandra Patch, of Lebanon, represented

New Hampshire at the National Dairy Conference and Hannah Walker, of
North Haverhill, represented our state at National 4-H Congress.

A $30,000 JC Penney Afterschool grant enhanced the UNHCE and A+
program collaboration and increased programming and volunteer
recruitment activities. Because of this grant, one hundred twenty
additional youth in Campton, Rumney and Plymouth were able to receive
Afterschool programming. Outreach to this and two other county-based
after school programs helped to reach over three hundred fifty additional
youth with 4-H curricula.
An on-line orientation system for newly screened 4-H volunteers was
implemented, extending the ability of the 4-H staff to reach more
volunteers.

Statewide work in 4-H Afterschool curriculum development,
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4-H volunteer training, and updating materials for the traditional 4-H Club
program continues based on current research.
The Volunteer Management Program Assistant (VMPA) conducted
several 4-H Afterschool programs around the county including at the
Plymouth, Campton, and Rumney Elementary Schools and at the
Haverhill Cooperative Middle School. In addition, the VMPA worked
with the Agricultural Educator and the summer intern on the Display
Vegetable Garden and a series of workshops and open-house sessions, and
worked with several Master Gardeners to facilitate their projects. All of
these programs combined to extend 4-H and Agricultural Resources
programming to an additional 157 people.

The State UNHCE Dairy Specialist, Michael Lunak, is housed in Grafton
County. His work this year included coordinating a farm business
QuickBooks course in Concord for ten participants and conducting site
visits as part of an ongoing cooperation with an agricultural engineer from
New York to assess building challenges on dairy farms throughout the
sate.
Additional funding from United States Department of Agriculture’s Risk
Management Agency for risk management programs was obtained for
2008-2009. Speakers from the NH Alternative Energy Association and
NH Electric Cooperative addressed photovoltaic, wind and geo energy
production, tips for saving energy on farms, as well as grants available for
producers to develop alternative energy production on farms.

Applications of genomics in dairy cattle breeding and sexed semen were
discussed at the NH Dairy Management Conference held in West Lebanon
and Groveton, by this year’s featured speaker from Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University.
As a collaborative effort with other agencies serving Grafton County, the
staff staged the Conservation Field Day at the North Haverhill Fairgrounds
in May, reaching 262 fifth grade youth from all over the County. Working
with youth and their teachers increases the public’s understanding of
agriculture and local food production.
Amanda Nadeau, a UNH student and Piermont native, served as Summer

Assistant this year. She completed work for both the 4-H Youth
Development and Agricultural Resources programs, including assisting
with the demonstration garden and gardening workshop series, and the 4-

H portions of the North Haverhill Fair.
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Nutrition Connections programming continues to serve the population
receiving food stamps and those meeting low income guidelines.
Nutrition education programs have been held in conjunction with the
Grafton County Academy program, Friendship House, and many agencies
throughout the County. Robin Peters had been instrumental in bringing
NH Food Bank programs into Grafton County.
The Extension staff are advised and guided by the members of the Grafton
County UNHCE Advisory Council. This group is comprised of the
following members: Mary Ames (Bath), Commissioner Raymond Burton
(Bath), Pauline Cozilius (Pike), Commissioner Michael Cryans (Hanover),
Annemarie Godston (North Haverhill), Frank Hagan (Bethlehem), David
Keith (North Haverhill), Luther Kinney (Sugar Hill), Martha McLeod
(Franconia), Joan Osgood (Piermont), Rebecca Page (Haverhill),
Commissioner Martha Richards (Holderness), Emilie Shipman (Enfield),
Cheryl Taber (Littleton), and Representative Kathleen Taylor (Franconia).

Our office is open to the public and located at the Grafton County
Administration Building, 3855 Dartmouth College Hwy, Box 5, North

Haverhill, NH 03774. Telephone:
603-787-6944. NH residents may call the UNHCE education Center at 1877-398-4769 for information on energy conservation and home and
garden questions. Visit our website: http://extension.unh.edu for up-todate information.
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VITAL STATISTICS
DORCHESTER, N.H.
DEATHS
Name

Date

John Cote

03-24-09

Plymouth, NH

Place

David Cote
Ethel Joyce

Parents

Jennie Levesque

04-06-09

Plymouth, NH

Felix Gizycki
Anna Zegar

Charles Walter

07-17-09

Lebanon, NH

Lloyd Walter
Ruth Robinson

Sidney Butler

07-29-09

Dorchester, NH

Sidney Butler
Laura Gordon

MARRIAGES
Date
05-14-09

06-27-09

08-23-09

10-13-09

Place
Lebanon, NH

Groom/Bride
_ Dana Gordon
Lynda Gordon

Residence
- Dorchester, NH
Dorchester, NH

Eric W. Gray
Christie L. Smith

Dorchester, NH
Dorchester, NH

Christopher Cummings

Dorchester, NH

Jessica L. Mozeika

Dorchester, NH

Sherman L. Hallock

Dorchester, NH

Lynda G. Hallock

Dorchester, NH

Date
08-25-09

BIRTHS
Name
Lemay, Trinity Grace

2%,

Parents
Chris Lemay
Margaret Currier-Lemay

Summary of the Dorchester
2009 Town Meeting
March 14, 2009 Town Meeting opened at 10:00 A.M.
Pledge of Allegiance
Moment of silence for our departed, our sick or injured and our troops in
harms way.
Moderator Arthur Burdette opened the meeting and gave the following
instructions to the voters gathered.
No smoking in the building and note emergency exits
Only legally registered voters will be allowed to vote
Speakers must state their name for the public record

A paper ballot can be requested in writing with three
signatures before any vote
V
VW
Vee
After a non-ballot vote, a paper ballot can be requested
immediately after the non-ballot vote and will require 7
signatures in writing
All articles will be acted upon
All amendments must be submitted in writing
Only one amendment will be allowed on the floor at a time
There will be no swearing or personal attacks
V.
Ys
VEN
The moderator will only cast a vote to break or make a tie
vote.

Moderator will request by a show of hands from any attendee
who is not a registered voter in Dorchester
YOM,
If non-registered voters are present, Moderator will request a
hand vote whether non-registered voters can participate in
the discussion regarding articles on the 2009 warrant
Moderator requested hand vote to dispense of any motions needed to
discuss articles i.e. motions to move articles to the floor for discussion
since review and discussion of the articles is why the voters are present
today.
Moderator to appoint two non-ballot counters.
Elizabeth Trought made a motion to dispense with the formality of
motions to place articles on the floor for discussion. Seconded by Andrew
Houghton.

PASSED by show of hands.

Article 1. To choose by nonpartisan ballot all necessary
Town officers for the ensuing year.
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Results of the Town Elections held on March 10th, 2009:
Selectman for three (3) years — Arthur Burdette - 70 Votes
John Cote — 42 Votes
Ron Stokowski — 32 Votes

Treasurer for one (1) year - Brian Howe - 123 Votes
Holly Conkey — 3 Votes
Brad Hanley — | Vote
Tax Collector for one (1) year - Brenda Howe - 122 Votes
Holly Conkey — 2 Votes
Darlene Oaks — | Vote
Bob Brown — 1 Vote
Town Clerk for one (1) year - Brenda Howe - 124 Votes
Darlene Oaks — 4 Votes
Holly Conkey — 2 Votes
Connie Melanson — | Vote
Trustee of the Trust Funds for three (3) years
Diana Burdette - 18 Votes
Holly Conkey — 4 Votes
Donna Abel — 3 Votes
Brenda Howe — 2 Votes
Auditors for one (1) year (vote for two)
Martha Walker - 121 Votes
Yvonne Yetman - 3 Votes
Holly Conkey — 4 Votes (declined)
Cemetery Trustee for three (3) years - David Yetman - 12 Votes
Patricia Franz 12 Votes (declined)
Planning Board for three (3) years
Linda Landry — 75 Votes
William Trought — 66 Votes
Highway (Road) Agent for three (3) years
George C. Conkey II — 106 Votes

Article 2. To adopt a Floodplain Management Ordinance so
the Town will qualify for enrollment in the Flood Insurance
Program.

YES — 106

NO
- 31

Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to accept and
implement the following recommendations by the
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Benefits/Compensation Committee established at the 2008
Town Meeting.
a.

Increase the base salary of the Road Agent from $29,644.00
to $30,500.00/year

b. Provide for the Road Agent’s Medical Insurance — 100%
C.

d.

Provide Family Medical Insurance Coverage at a rate of 80%
covered by the Town and 20% covered by the Road Agent
Discontinue current “compensation time” plan and enact,
regardless of the time of year, overtime compensation at a
rate of; 1 and one-half times the calculated hourly rate (base
salary/2080 hours) for hours worked per week over 40 hours.

Elizabeth Trought requested a paper ballot on Article 3. She
provided a signed list of requestors.
Moderator read Article 3
Andrew Houghton made a motion to accept the article as read,
Seconded by Brian Howe.
OPEN FOR DISCUSSION
Andrew Houghton, chairman of the committee explained their
recommendations.
Elizabeth Trought asked about the framework of raises and
scale of perks, rewards and increases.
Andrew Houghton responded
William Trought and Elizabeth Trought asked to add the word
“current” before Road Agent to the Article. Raise of hands
agreed.
Michael Landry praised he current Road Agent and explained
some of the job’s requirements.
Elizabeth Trought asked about vacation time.
Linda Landry responded.
William Trought asked what the Road Agent currently had for
insurance.
John Franz explained.
William Trought asked about the assistant’s insurance.
John Franz explained there was no Assistant Road Agent or
full time Highway Maintainer.
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Joshua Trought asked what the Road Agent’s thoughts were
with regard to the Article.
George Conkey responded that he was in favor of the Article.
Moderator moved the question.

Article 3 was read as Amended:
To see if the Town will vote to accept and implement the
following recommendations by the Benefits/Compensation
Committee established at the 2008 Town Meeting.
a. Increase the base salary of the current Road Agent
from $29,644.00 to $30,500.00/year
b. Provide for the current Road Agent’s Medical
Insurance — 100%
c. Provide Family Medical Insurance Coverage at a
rate of 80% covered by the Town and 20% covered
by the current Road Agent
d. Discontinue current “compensation time” plan and
enact, regardless of the time of year, overtime
compensation at a rate of; 1 and one-half times the
calculated hourly rate (base salary/2080 hours) for
hours worked per week over 40 hours.

Vote taken by paper ballot
Article 3-— PASSED YES -29

NO-1

Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of three thousand dollars ($3,000.00) for
the purpose of replacing the front doors and weatherizing all
other outside doors on the Dorchester Town Hall and to
authorize the withdrawal of three thousand ($3,000.00) from
the Capital Reserve Fund created for that purpose in 1984.
Moderator read the Article
Moved by Michael Landry, seconded by Michael Majeski
William Trought asked if this wasn’t done last year.
John Franz explained the history of the door currently on the
building; it was ordered last year but was not paid for due to
shoddy construction.

-26.

William Trought asked where the money appropriated for the
doors had gone.
Brian Howe explained that the money would have come from
the Buildings/Grounds budget line. It was not specifically
appropriated for this purpose.
John Franz spoke about hiring a craftsman that lives in
Canaan.
William Trought asked if there was anyone in town that could
do this.
Malcolm Ray asked about pre-made doors
Paula Stone thought this would be more economical
Michael Landry spoke about the current condition of the
doors and the need to act in a timely manner.
Elizabeth Trought asked for an amendment, seconded by
Karen Yetman
1‘ Amendment: That the replacement of the doors be put
out to bid, and Dorchester residents to be considered first.

Malcolm Ray spoke.
Robert Oaks stated that the cheapest is not always the best
route.
Elizabeth Trought said “lowest reasonable bid”
Michael Landry explained that the selectmen do not need to
take the lowest bid.
Arthur Conkey asked to have the amendment clarified
1*' amendment was withdrawn by Elizabeth Trought and
Karen Yetman and submitted the following:
Amendment: That the replacement of the doors be put out to
bid, and “all things being equal” preference will be give to
residents of Dorchester.
VOTE taken
YES-18
NO-13
Discussion of including installation in the bid, but no Motion
was made
Article 4 read as amended
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of three thousand dollars ($3,000.00) for the purpose
of replacing the front doors and weatherizing all other
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outside doors on the Dorchester Town Hall and to
authorize the withdrawal of three thousand ($3,000.00)
from the Capital Reserve Fund created for that purpose in
1984. Replacement of the doors be put out to bid and “all
things being equal” preference will be given to residents of
Dorchester.
Article 4-— PASSED as amended

Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of four hundred thirty-two thousand,
three hundred sixty-six dollars ($432,366.00), to defray Town
charges.

Moved by John Franz, seconded by William Trought
OPEN FOR DISCUSSION
John Franz explained the Selectmen’s efforts to keep costs
down.
Linda Landry explained FEMA funds.
John Franz reference grants the town has applied for.
Moved by Moderator
Article 5 — PASSED as read
Article 6. To act upon any other business that may legally
come before said meeting.
John Franz made a motion to see if the Town will vote to
continue the Compensation /Benefits Committee with its
present membership through April 1, 2010.
Michael Landry spoke in favor.
William Trought asked about a “time frame”
Linda Landry suggested reporting at Town Meeting 2010
Vote in favor of keeping the Compensation/Benefits
Committee
Patricia Franz explained the probable timetable for applying
for flood insurance under the newly passed Floodplain
Ordinance.
Elizabeth Trought asked about the Selectmen’s efforts
regarding Article 5 of last year’s warrant.

8 8

John Franz responded
More discussion followed on the bid process under Article 3.
Andrew Houghton made a motion that the door bid under
Article 3 specify that the doors be hung by the party making
them.
Malcolm Ray said adding “in-place” would make the bidder
responsible for the whole job, but also said he doubted anyone
could be found willing to do so; particularly with premanufactured doors.
Motion was rejected by a voice vote
Diana Burdette asked questions and made suggestions
regarding decisions about the historic district.
Linda Landry thanked the Committee for its efforts
Elizabeth Trought thanked the Selectmen and Treasurer for
their efforts.
John Franz read a plaque to be presented to John Cote for his
years of service as Selectman
John Franz made a motion to adjourn.
Meeting closed at 12:10 p.m.

Submitted by Brenda Howe,
Town Clerk of Dorchester, NH
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